
Chapter 1401 

Eating mutton is different in many places. There's even a place where you can eat it in winter when it's a 

tonic. When Zhang Fan was in the devil's capital, his elder brother invited Zhang Fan to dinner. 

 

At that time, there was a dish of mutton, braised in brown sauce. Zhang Fan felt that a braised mutton 

destroyed a table of dishes. But looking at the delicious food, Zhang Fan felt sorry for him. 

 

Last time the master brother came to the frontier to help boxing, Zhang Fan specially made a dish of 

clean water mutton. The master brother was almost crying. 

 

On the whole, the mutton in the north of the border is not as delicious as that in the south of the 

border. When many people travel to the grassland, the guide gives a Lala meal without touching the skin 

of the mouth. They drink farmer spring and eat winter spring and summer grass. In fact, that's just the 

case. 

 

 

Because the water and grass are too abundant, the sheep gain weight quickly, and they always have a 

feeling of water. The really good mutton is actually the kind of mutton that grows hard on the saline 

wasteland. 

 

 

Before Zhang Fangang was happy when he was hospitalized, he asked Ouyang to assign him to go to a 

free clinic in a remote area. In a small village near the desert, Zhang Fan ate the best mutton he had ever 

eaten in his life. 

 

 

That mutton doesn't need other seasonings. What star anise cinnamon Angelica dangshen? Sometimes 

Zhang Fan is thinking about putting so many seasonings in it. Even if he puts a stone in it and cooks it, 

it's wordy. It's estimated that it tastes good. 

 

 

The old man sprinkled a handful of green salt on the mutton at that time, and then didn't put anything. 

After stewing slowly over a small fire, the soup was as clear as water. Sprinkle some wild scallions and 

put some coriander. Darling, the taste of the soup could not be said. It made people drool. 

 

 

Moreover, how to describe the meat? First of all, it is not mutton, and it is mixed with fat and thin. In 

one bite, the fat is wrapped with protein, and the aroma rushes left and right between the throat and 

tongue. There is no need to bother to bite. I feel that the tongue can crush the meat. 

 

This is a good mutton. 



 

The mutton given to the tea vegetable hospital this time is second-class, grassland sheep. This kind of 

mutton, how to say, lacks the unique taste of saline alkali land, and the aroma is not so strong, which is 

better than tender and smooth. However, this mutton is quite good for the old people and women who 

grow in Bluebird. 

 

Before long, the smell of mutton in the pot floated out, full of the smell of the yard. 

 

 

Mutton in clear soup, one mouthful of meat and one mouthful of non spicy leather teeth in the frontier. 

Really, the more simple it is to eat, the more memorable it will be. 

 

At ordinary times, the old man who seldom eats large pieces of meat eats with lamb legs, full of protein 

and collagen, but not greasy. 

 

 

After eating meat and taking a mouthful of soup, I really feel that life is enough. 

 

"Hey, I can't eat any more." the old man was very restrained. He chewed a calf, drank a few mouthfuls 

of soup and put down the dishes and chopsticks. "When I came here, I now feel addicted to eating meat. 

In the past, I always felt the smell of fish and meat, but when I came to the frontier, I found that I still 

had to eat beef and mutton." 

 

After dinner, Zhang Fan finalized the old man's recent shift at the tea vegetable hospital. The old man 

didn't want to go, but he couldn't resist Zhang Fan's hard grinding. Because many times, the bastard 

doesn't listen to the old man. 

 

It makes the old man feel that his son is old and I am finished. However, when Zhang Fan really needs 

the old man's help, although the old man seems to be reluctant to agree, in fact, it is important for 

Zhang Fan to feel that the old man is still very important. 

 

In the evening, Shaohua took a bath early. She estimated that she should ovulate at 12 o'clock tonight. 

Of course, her calculation was not asked by the obstetricians and gynecologists in the hospital, but 

calculated by herself through Zhang Fan's gynecological book. 

 

It's hard to say whether it's reliable or not. Anyway, people think it's true. Zhang Fan nods and says yes. 

 

It's hard to say whether mutton is mended or not, but Zhang Fan's legs are soft anyway. "Can't you sleep 

well? I feel like you have a physiological period. You always have to work hard to read for a few days a 

month." 

 

Appease Shaohua. Zhang Fan secretly gets out of bed and wants to go to the study to read books, 

because during the martial arts competition these days, Zhang Fan takes time to take an exam in the 



system, and NIMA hangs up again. He didn't know where to hang it. 

 

Endocrine is too difficult. Zhang Fan has no talent in internal medicine. In the past, at this moment, 

Shaohua had already fallen asleep like a kitten. But today, Shaohua's eyes are as bright as an old cat. 

 

"I thought you were asleep." Zhang Fan got up, smiled awkwardly, and lay down again. 

 

"I think it's different this time!" Shaohua leaned against Zhang Fan and got into Zhang Fan's quilt. 

 

"Well, it's different," Zhang Fan said without a moment. In fact, his mind is full of explanations of 

endocrine terms. 

 

"I think I'll be pregnant this time. What's your name if you're a boy?" 

 

"Eh!" Zhang Fan understood what Shaohua said and sighed in his heart that NIMA's medical experts all 

over the world can't be sure, so you can be sure! 

 

"This can't be decided easily. We have to study it carefully. Don't worry about turning over the book of 

songs. By the way, are you going to the farm tomorrow?" 

 

Zhang Fan quickly turns off the topic. If NIMA really talks about her name, it won't be enough for one 

night. 

 

"Well, in the farm, other people's lavender can't be sold, and everyone has found their home again. Hey, 

no matter how many years of neighbors, mind it. Sometimes people hate to gnash their teeth." 

 

"Hey, boss Shao can take care of any big thing. After all, the villagers can't take care of it. Don't be 

embarrassed. Come and lie down and I'll give you a massage!" Zhang Fan's wheels said one sentence 

after another. The fragmented chat made Shaohua unable to concentrate on thinking about one thing. 

 

Then began to massage, first from the brain, slowly, Zhang Fan slowly began to massage, within ten 

minutes, Shaohua fell asleep. 

 

Looking at the sleeping Shaohua, Zhang Fan sighed that the rehabilitation massage learned in NIMA 

system was originally used to coax women to sleep! 

 

In fact, it's not Zhang Fan's affectation. It's really difficult. Now we not only have to go to the operating 

table for surgery every day, but also worry about the hospital. 

 

You say it's not good to be a doctor. OK, but Zhang Fan is unwilling. Just like many people, roast mutton 

kebab is the best night snack when she has no money, but NIMA has money and can't have an iron plate 

to cook prawns! 

 

The truth is the same. 



 

If he only had surgery and managed the hospital, Zhang Fan wouldn't find it so difficult, but after clicking 

the internal medicine system. 

 

Zhang Fan's feeling now is just like that the casing does not match the percussion drill. You can go in if 

you can't go in, but when you go in, you don't feel so slippery, but stumble and stumble and stumble. 

 

It's not as smooth as the satin touch that went to surgery at that time. Other people don't know what to 

do when they encounter this situation. In this case, Zhang Fan feels that this thing is still lack of disk, and 

more disk will be mellow. 

 

After coaxing Shaohua to sleep, Zhang Fan went into the study, opened the light in the study, poured a 

cup of tea, and then began to set his mind at ease. 

 

…… 

 

On Monday, the Council meeting. The hospital affairs meeting of Laohuang era tea vegetable hospital 

was held twice a week. I don't know if there were many major events at that time. When Ouyang was in 

charge, the hospital affairs meeting was held once a week. 

 

On Zhang Fan's head, directly once every two weeks or even once every three weeks. If there are 

specific things, let the specific leaders find relevant personnel to communicate. If it really needs all the 

team leaders to sit together and discuss, it's about time. 

 

Anyway, everyone knows that Zhang Fan doesn't like meetings. 

 

But it won't work without a meeting this time. 

 

Because Li Cunhou and Zhao Yanfang have already hooked up Shuimu's tea to tea, and they will arrive 

today. NIMA and Zhang Fan don't know what to say. They originally wanted to make Shuimu act as an 

atmosphere group to scare the meatball country. 

 

Now 

 

"The essence of the struggle is still for unity, but you see what you've done. It's easy to get in touch with 

the head. The head is really familiar. If you go down with this stick, you'll die directly. What's next?" 

 

When there was no meeting, Ouyang was in Zhang Fan's office, complaining that Zhang Fan didn't 

explain the goods well at that time. 

 

Zhang Fan also regrets now. Think about it, one is an academician, the other is a disciple of the 

academician, and a woman doctor can call a name in transplantation. Is this a person who can play with 

her heart and engage in negotiation! Zhenima screwed up. 

 



I knew that Lao Chen should have gone. 

 

But now it's too late to say anything. NIMA's family arrived at tea vegetable on the first flight this 

morning, and they didn't say hello in advance. They got on the plane and made a phone call, and then 

NIMA turned off her mobile phone, which shows that she is already on the way. 

 

"Hey, let's welcome you first. It's good to scare the meatball country!" Zhang Fan said awkwardly. 

 

"It's easy to ask God, but it's difficult to send God. Do you think Shuimu's hurry and busy work can fool 

you away? Just wait for the meat." 

 

It's OK to contact Shuimu. It's OK to get cheap, but Ouyang doesn't want NIMA to suffer. 

 

People's temperament is like this. They have been living a hard life for most of their lives. It's not easy to 

get rich and let others get a little cheaper. It's almost like asking her to die. 

 

"Come on, they can really eat me? All right, European Academy, hurry to convene a meeting." 

 

…… 

 

"Baga, they haven't contacted us yet?" 

 

"No!" 

 

"Don't worry, Mr. Guitian. Chinese people like to play this psychological tactic. They will come to us in a 

few days. Now it's the key stage of the experiment. There's no money and no experimental medicine 

from our big pill country. 

 

Their experiment will stop, but these doctors in our big ball country are really scum and don't act 

together with us! " 

 

Several pharmaceutical companies in Marubeni also thought that in a few days, Zhang Fan would come 

to them in a low voice. As a result, Zhang Fan now led a team to meet people at the tea vegetable 

airport. 

 

Usually, Zhang Fan doesn't take the initiative to pick up people. Generally, Lao Chen goes to the 

cooperative hospital. 

 

Not this time. Zhang Fan had to go in person, because the president of Shuimu Affiliated Hospital 

brought a team himself, and four academicians came. This NIMA, Zhang Fan must go to meet. 

Chapter 1402 

 

 



Autumn tea is very beautiful. Especially on the road to the airport, Zhang Fan, the airport of other cities 

or other small cities, doesn't understand. Anyway, there is absolutely no garden like scenery of tea 

vegetable in the airport of big cities. 

 

The airport of tea vegetable is small, just on the edge of the city. The road leading to the airport can be 

said to be deep and winding. The trees on both sides are lush. Since autumn, the rain has become more 

and many leaves have turned golden yellow. 

 

Because of the rain, a layer of green moss grows on the trunk. The wind blows, the golden leaves flutter, 

and there is a trace of plants mixed with the smell of water vapor in the air. 

 

From a distance, it is golden yellow, and from a close view, it is dark green. 

 

 

The winding roads make this place look like walking in the primeval forest. In those years, this airport 

was military. It is estimated that it is to prevent old maozi from planting trees, which are particularly tall 

and dense. 

 

 

A narrow concrete road can give you a feeling that you can see inside without pulling away your hair. 

 

 

"One layer of autumn rain, one layer of cool, ten layers of autumn rain wear woolen pants!" Lao Li 

sighed in the car. He didn't realize that he had gone too far in his work. Of course, mainly because Zhang 

Fan didn't say. 

 

 

Looking at Lao Li, he sat there feeling bald, like a greasy man reading love poems. Zhang Fan glanced at 

Lao Li and then at Zhao Yanfang. 

 

This NIMA is an unspeakable existence. 

 

If you criticize Zhao Yanfang for such things, she can be more serious with you. Instead of arguing with 

her, Zhang Fan might as well imagine how to negotiate with MARUKI and Shuimu. However, Zhang Fan 

slapped himself in the face secretly. He couldn't get in touch with anyone. He had to find these two 

second goods. 

 

Really, although Ouyang's mouth is hard in front of him, she actually regrets it. Quite a bit. Liu Bang 

found three helpers. He laid a huge country. Tang Monk found three helpers and went to the west to get 

the Sutra. I found two. I can't answer NIMA's return. 

 

 



Zhang Fanzhong understood Ouyang's words. If you find the wrong person, you'd better not do it. 

 

It's too late to say anything now. NIMA started before dawn, and four academicians came, which makes 

it clear that today is to break the horse legs and eat Zhang Fan's cars and horses. 

 

 

In fact, if he had started to cooperate with Shuimu at the beginning, Zhang Fan would prefer to 

cooperate with Marubeni, although it sounds famous. 

 

But NIMA had to keep her eyes open all the time. Just like this time, Zhang fanle had won the martial 

arts contest. As a result, these goods gave a blow to the head. 

 

 

Cha Su's airport, the director of the command center, waited at the door of the hall early. In fact, before 

the tea vegetable airport, I didn't deal with the local people. They were like a big girl hiding in a small 

building. 

 

Later, due to the factors of the tea vegetable hospital, there were more direct routes. Although there 

was still little contact with the local enterprises and governments, they were very friendly to the tea 

vegetable hospital. They know that today's achievement is all the result of lying down and letting others' 

tea vegetable hospital move on it. 

 

If you take advantage of others, you have to accept others' feelings. Although you can't give free tickets 

to the tea vegetable hospital, you should do the attitude and convenience. 

 

Mr. Chen of the airport informed us early that the leaders of the hospital would come to meet someone 

today to make it convenient for the airport. When the leaders of the airport saw that the two Kosters in 

the tea market followed into the airport, they didn't have much ripple in their heart. 

 

But when he saw Zhang Fan coming out of kostrel, he was surprised and hurried up without delay. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, what distinguished guest are you today? It's all arranged for you to pick up the plane 

yourself. You'll go directly to the airport later. If you want carpet, it's also convenient here." 

 

"To be honest, we're sorry to trouble you. We've got a few experts. Even the carpet is high enough to 

enter the airport." 

 

The two exchanged greetings. Zhang Fan waited for others to arrange and entered the airport. 

 

On the plane, Shuimu's party finally came out of the plane. 

 

The leader is boss Shuimu. Although they are all presidents, their level is much higher than Zhang Fan. 

First of all, he is a professor, a professor of Shuimu medical department, although Shuimu's medical 



department is not as famous as the golden mean. 

 

But it is not comparable to other ordinary provinces, and people are still academicians and presidents. 

China is one of the first to engage in life scientific research. It is said that Dolly was still profitable for the 

multiparous sheep of the three islands in that year, and people participated. 

 

There are also three academicians, one for gastrointestinal tumors, one for orthopedics, and one for 

pediatrics. Although it's not as famous as martial Uncle Zhang Fan, it's a level compared with old man Lu. 

 

The rest of the people, although not so big, walked in the crowd. Zhang Fan, the deputy director of 

general foreign studies, recognized them at a glance. Several other people looked at their age. Zhang 

Fan estimated that they were either director or deputy director. 

 

Looking at the four academicians walking down slowly, and then looking at a group of bald middle-aged 

men behind, Zhang Fan is secretly bitter. What should NIMA do. 

 

"Ouch, Zhang Yuan came to pick it up in person. Let's just go by ourselves. Monday morning is the 

busiest time in the hospital. Zhang Yuan came by himself and panicked!" 

 

The head of the team smiled and shook hands with Zhang Fan, but Zhang Fan had a feeling that the 

other party used the kindergarten teacher to look at the kindergarten students. 

 

"Yes, yes, all experts come to the tea element hospital. The tea element hospital is magnificent!" 

 

Zhang Fan said with a smile biting the back alveolar. 

 

They introduced each other and got on the bus without staying much longer. 

 

"I've heard that the scenery of tea vegetable is good before. When I look at it today, I don't mention 

other places. This airport is already beautiful." 

 

"A small border area is better than a nature. Go back and have a rest today. Tomorrow, we will send 

someone to take you experts to have a good look at the northwest border of the motherland." 

 

"All right, let's listen to Zhang Yuan's arrangement. Since Zhang Yuan can trust us, we come here. We 

not only need to see the scenery, but also have an in-depth understanding with Zhang Yuan. In the past, 

Zhang Yuan only looked at the golden mean, and we were embarrassed to bother with the old face. 

 

It's a great honor for Zhang Yuan to finally think of us this time. We must make Zhang Yuan understand 

us! " 

 

The old guy spoke to Zhang Fan one sentence at a time. Zhang fandunima couldn't answer back. 

 

In fact, Zhang Fan's cooperation with the golden mean doesn't mean what Zhang Fan thinks. It's mainly 



because he is familiar. When he was a little doctor, he knew the director of orthopedics and the director 

outside the brain. Then I contacted back and forth several times and became familiar with it. 

 

Then there is the digital hospital. Although Zhang Fan didn't take the initiative to find it, he is closely 

connected with the digital hospital in the frontier. He is familiar with the coming and going. 

 

The rest is the magic capital. The headquarters of Zhang Fan's own school is in the south. After going to 

the circle of magic capital, Zhang Fan is equivalent to going home, so he has little contact with Shuimu. 

 

This is tantamount to provoking people. Don't look at what the old guy said. In fact, he is saying that 

Zhang Fan despises people. 

 

Do these NIMA guys care about this? Can they afford Zhang Fan? It's purposeful. I'm going to take a bite 

from Zhang Fan's handle. 

 

When we got to the tea vegetable hospital, we all got off and took a look. The smiling Shuimu president 

Li Yuandong looked at the tea vegetable hospital and took a breath of air conditioning. 

 

Standing at the gate of the hospital, looking from front to back, almost all the tall buildings are hung 

with the brand of tea vegetable hospital. 

 

Nearby are four buildings for women and children inside and outside the tea vegetable hospital. The old 

administrative building is like a step in front of these buildings. 

 

In the distance, the buildings of hepatobiliary Research Institute, children's Research Institute, bone 

research institute and skin burn research institute are hung, and the signboards of major pharmaceutical 

enterprises and medical device companies are hung in the distance. 

 

It is the feeling of a medical industrial park directly. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, to tell you the truth, this is the largest regional top three hospital I've ever seen." of 

course, this largest top three hospital does not include senior officials, because NIMA, the largest top 

three hospital in the universe, can run several buses just by pulling doctors and nurses. 

 

"Looking big, it's not big, ha ha, it's not big." Zhang Fan didn't dare to say more, he didn't dare to say no 

talent, let alone no money. 

 

The one in front of me is no worse than the golden mean in terms of pride. Although the mediocre 

family's medicine can not all be top-notch now, it is also the existence of the top three. Therefore, there 

is not so much desire for tea vegetable hospital. 

 

But Shuimu is different. Shuimu, known as the founder of science and engineering, has little meaning 

when medicine is placed in front of the top medical groups in China. 

 



However, people are rich. There is a legend in the Jianghu that Shuimu and the golden mean can equal 

the sum of scientific research funds in many provinces in one year. Moreover, what unit is Shuimu? As 

long as money can be used to solve almost interesting subjects, NIMA has already solved them. 

 

Therefore, in front of the tea plant hospital, it's not too much to call Shuimu a big dog family. 

 

"Modesty. Excessive modesty is pride. Zhang Yuan, I don't rely on the old to sell the old. If you want to 

open your eyes, you may not be strong, but you also need to find partners." 

 

Zhang fandunima cried. Dunima wanted to call his master. The old man NIMA is relying on the old to sell 

the old, okay. 

 

But Zhang fan can only listen, because people are qualified to look at the histoembryology of medical 

textbooks. This guy has dominated the edition since the third edition. Now he has published the ninth 

edition. NIMA people say that Zhang Fan and Zhang Fan have no chance to answer back. 

 

Entering the hospital, Ouyang took the people from the administrative building to meet Shuimu's team 

at the gate. Almost all the people from the administrative building came out. 

 

You can't do it without coming out. These people are too big. Zhang Fan and Ouyang wanted to scare 

people, but they were frightened. 

 

"Tea vegetable hospital, what does NIMA do? Do you want to pay welfare again? Can NIMA's 

government regulations control tea vegetable hospital?" the president of the hospital looked at a large 

group of people in front of the tea vegetable Walker building in the distance. He asked anxiously. 

 

Recently, the doctors and nurses in the hospital have a floating heart. The older head nurses have 

finished running. They can't cut leeks so often. Isn't it? The president of Hua hospital is about to cry. If it 

goes on like this, his own hospital can't operate. 

Chapter 1403 

 

 

From entering the hospital, the team of four academicians really pressed Zhang Fan. They were talking. 

Sometimes, you have to admit that dealing with technology is really different from dealing with other 

fields. 

 

For example, Zhao Jingjin is also a bully in the frontier on weekdays, but he is a little timid in front of 

others. 

 

Ouyang, where you come and I go, has lost its momentum in the past. 

 



Finally, when they entered the training conference room of the administration building and saw the 

teachers trained inside, Zhang Fan thought that NIMA was naive and blue! 

 

 

"Old Lu is having a class?" the dean of Shuimu is actually from the same generation as master Zhang Fan. 

 

 

This shows the difference between surgery and internal medicine. Surgeons are quite famous, and they 

should take advantage of it. For example, when Zhang Fan's master and uncle were famous all over the 

world, they were in their early 40s. At that time, the president of Shuimu was still working as a research 

dog in the laboratory. 

 

 

This is the advantage of surgery, but it also has disadvantages. In particular, the more high-end 

surgeons, the shorter the golden window is. To tell you the truth, in terms of the length of their surgical 

career, Zhang Fan is a little longer. 

 

 

It was over 80 years ago when the martial master put the knife. Martial uncle hasn't put the knife yet, 

but his master didn't work hard. He put down the knife in his 60's. 

 

 

In this way, among Chinese surgeons, they are already very powerful. Many department directors 

haven't retired yet. They can't do more difficult operations. 

 

At the age of forty-five or sixteen, the director of surgery was shaking like a fortune cat. He picked up 

chopsticks quickly and couldn't even pick up a sweet and sour tenderloin. It's really no exaggeration. 

When I was young, I couldn't control myself and felt like a surgeon. 

 

 

There is a wine bureau every day. As a result, I peed in less than 50. 

 

Why is fake Maotai so expensive? Some of it was drunk by the directors of these departments. This is 

not nonsense. Before 2008, the director of NIMA department gave face to the leaders if he didn't come 

to work drunk. 

 

 

Physicians also have disadvantages. As long as they are not department directors, they have to write 

medical records about retirement, while surgeons don't have to write when they arrive at the main 

treatment, because there are apprentices. Internal medicine disciples often leave school in three 



months, so there are still many times when master and disciples rob each other of patients. 

 

But the career of physicians is long enough. Surgeons in their 100s have never heard of it, but there are 

many physicians in their 100s. 

 

If the dean of Shuimu really talks about it in detail, he is not a physician. He is just a professor of basic 

medicine. He was engaged in embryo formation. After entering the hospital that year, he didn't go to 

clinic, but mixed in the medical technology department. 

 

But later, when people became famous, they gradually became the leader of Shuimu medical treatment, 

but to old Lu, he still had to shout old Lu respectfully. 

 

From entering the door, a group of arrogant people spoke much less here. Zhang Fan looked at a group 

of people looking at the situation in the training room from the window. He was finally refreshed. NIMA 

tea is someone, so you don't talk well, let you underestimate me, and don't take you around. He 

thought I was easy to bully! 

 

"After my master put down the scalpel, he was not in good health. I invited the old man to recuperate 

here. But he worked all his life. He was busy. Isn't this another training for our residents! 

 

Ah, I can't persuade you! " 

 

Zhang Fan said with a smile. It sounds very respectful. If old man Lu heard that he absolutely pouted and 

said Zhang Fan, if it works, you are all kinds of respect. It's useless. I'm a bad old boss in your mouth! 

 

In fact, I'm used to it. When it comes to Chinese surgery, you can see why people respect old Lu so 

much. 

 

Nima can't do without respect. Almost half of the surgeons in China are from people's families. 

 

"Well, let's not disturb old Lu's teaching. Half life doctors and half life teachers are our models!" 

 

"NIMA, I can finally speak. I've been bullied all the way!" Zhang Fan smiled. Although he didn't speak, it 

was really a heartfelt smile. "The old man is so good!" 

 

Shuimu's party certainly don't want to disturb the old man. Although the old man is nothing now, he 

really wants Zhang Fan to enter the next meeting. What do you want them to say! 

 

Lao Chen looked at a group of people, and then he understood, "I said why the Dean wanted to detour. 

It should be here. Gao, it's really high. Without talking, he gave the other party a blow!" 

 

In fact, Zhang Fan didn't want to do this. He wanted to make good contact with everyone. Hello, I'm 

good with him, but NIMA Shuimu was too bullied and had to. Zhang Fan didn't pretend and took out the 

identity of the second generation of medicine. 



 

In the conference room, everyone sat together in a harmonious atmosphere. Zhang Fan glanced at 

Ouyang and finally believed Ouyang's words. Peace NIMA came out! 

 

"At the invitation of president Zhang and the leaders of chasu hospital, we attached great importance to 

Shuimu hospital and made clear the goal at the first time. Since the brother unit is in trouble, we must 

lend a helping hand. 

 

At present, your hospital has made certain achievements in the research of intestinal tumors, and has 

derived specific drugs. It really makes us ashamed to have such achievements and hospitals of such scale 

in the border of the motherland. 

 

Next, we also want and are willing to join hands with the tea vegetable hospital to create a brilliant 

future. " 

 

Shuimu's dean opened his mouth and wanted to set the tone. 

 

Zhang Fan glanced at Li Cunhou and Zhao Yanfang. "NIMA's two mallets have caused me this thing. 

Look, look, people are here to get cheap!" 

 

Zhang Fan really can't say now. We haven't figured it out yet, and we don't need help. As soon as they 

said this, Lao Li and Zhao Yanfang were not easy to be human. 

 

But Zhang Fan doesn't want Shuimu to be too cheap. 

 

After hearing the other party say so, Zhang Fan is not ready to wait for others to play. Other people still 

don't have enough weight in front of the other party. He originally had an academician, but the goods 

wasted his martial arts. NIMA is now a mascot. 

 

"What President Wang said made me feel very sad. I really have a feeling of tears. This is what my family 

should say, and this is what big brother Longtou said." Zhang Fan paused and held it for a while. 

 

The qualification of the other party, which is said to be the leader in other industries, is not wrong. But 

in the medical industry, Shuimu is the leader, which makes NIMA a bit naked. 

 

"Hey, that..." 

 

Zhang Fan didn't let the other party speak. Although Zhang Fan didn't participate in the high-level talks, 

because the other party came to the door for tea vegetable cooperation. Although he didn't participate 

much, Zhang Fan also watched TV. 

 

People are all you and me. How can you interrupt before I finish? If you do this again, I'll call my master! 

 

"Hehe, I have a reason to say so. In those days, the tea vegetable hospital was really desperate to 



cooperate with Marubeni. 

 

In those years, we were short of people and equipment. I begged my grandfather to tell my 

grandmother that we wanted a few doctoral students. Our old Dean and I traveled all over the north 

and south of the river. The result really made us cold. Isn't the border the territory of the motherland? 

 

I was discouraged at that time, but our old president, comrade Ouyang, told me that the revolution 

could not be smooth sailing. Think about the mess left by Lao Jiang to us just after liberation. Are we 

discouraged, no! 

 

It's hard now, but is it difficult then? 

 

At that time, our tea vegetable hospital made up its mind to break the boat. The tea vegetable 

government risked the possibility of government bankruptcy and even pressed the income of the whole 

tea vegetable area to the bank. Only then did we have the preliminary results of intestinal cancer. " 

 

Ouyang's heart was really in full bloom. Looking at Zhang Fan, he thought that the boy would still talk. If 

only he would be less angry with me and talk like this every day! Hey, I forgot. I should record the 

meeting and show it to the tea vegetable leader. 

 

In fact, what Zhang Fan said is a little exaggerated. Since the development of tea vegetable hospital, in 

fact, it is a little difficult to introduce talents. Everything else is Zhang Fan's nonsense. 

 

It's nonsense to help the loan in the tea vegetable area. Long live NIMA's leadership if the tea vegetable 

government can honestly return the money it owed before! 

 

Zhang Fan said, brother, just look at our efforts. Don't think about three melons and two dates. Give me 

a lollipop and let me suck it. I've graduated from college. 

 

Several academicians in Shuimu opposite were stunned. Is this young man really Lu Lao's student? Is this 

really a good surgeon? How can you pull so much. Where is this scholar? It's clearly a businessman, 

okay! 

 

If Lu Lao teaches such students, we have to discuss Lu Lao's teaching level. 

 

In fact, Zhang Fan is also embarrassed. To tell the truth, we can't say that we are greedy for you with the 

results, and then you cooperate to show the posture of participation. In fact, we don't want to 

cooperate with you. 

 

But can you say that? If this is said, it is estimated that the lawsuit will have to go to the Ministry of 

health. 

 

If you can't tell the truth, Zhang Fan certainly doesn't want Shuimu to take advantage of it for nothing. 

 



So now, Zhang Fan has made two preparations. Yishuimu retreats in the face of difficulties. The pill 

country understands very well. Finally, he is obedient and doesn't make trouble. 

 

Second, Shuimu's can't be sent away, and the meatball is still making trouble. He is ready to negotiate 

with Shuimu's first, and then hold a three-party talks to let the meatball country Chou Chou Chou, your 

sister's, give it back to me, and I don't want you. 

 

Shuimu's party looked at each other, especially several academicians. They were angry on their faces. 

They thought that they had been very enthusiastic without kneeling and kowtowing. 

 

I didn't expect to meet such a person. 

 

"Well, why didn't Zhang Yuan come to Shuimu to recruit students in those years? If he came, we would 

strongly support him." those who can be the Dean are not simple scholars. 

 

As soon as he said this, Zhang Fan looked back at Lao Chen, which meant, hurry, record it in a small book 

for Lao Tzu. 

 

Lao Chen nodded slightly. 

 

"We're not polite anymore. Let's get straight to the point. We can join the tea element intestinal tumor 

project. Zhang Yuan, that's what you mean!" 

 

The other party doesn't talk nonsense with Zhang Fan, and they also see that if this goes on politely, 

they won't be able to talk about the point for three days and nights. This one can talk too much. NIMA's 

cooperation will pull out the quotations of master Mao. 

 

How old is this guy! 

 

No wonder Zhang Fan has a belligerent leader like Ouyang, who is still in the border. How can he not 

learn. 

 

Zhang Fan listened to what the other party said, and then he began to pretend to be very embarrassed! 

Chapter 1404 

 

 

"In fact, we are also willing to cooperate with domestic leaders. Hey, things make people, if..." 

 

Looking at Zhang Fan without wrinkles, he had to pretend to be an old man with wrinkles. While looking 

at Zhang Fan, the president of Shuimu thought to himself: "this rabbit is not only a businessman, but 

also a playwright! NIMA is a little younger. If she had been born decades earlier, what else would we 

do!" 



 

"Zhang Yuan's emotion is actually our regret, but today is not an opportunity. Since Zhang Yuan is willing 

to extend his friendly hands, we are in a hurry! Ha ha, it shows that we are destined." 

 

Whether you can learn knowledge by relying on textbooks is absolutely possible, but you say whether 

you can become a doctor by relying on textbooks. 

 

 

Absolutely not. The simplest thing is that you are a doctor who has learned a lot. When you enter the 

hospital and say a bad word, you can recognize the surgical instruments very well. 

 

 

This technology has passed the basic level, and often many things are only meaningful and unspeakable. 

Otherwise, why is it so difficult to cultivate talents. 

 

 

Sometimes the doctor who teaches says to the lower level doctor that you should be savvy. 

 

Lower level doctors often turn their mouths and think to themselves, if NIMA doesn't teach me, are you 

afraid that I will be qualified to share it earlier. 

 

 

In fact, when the junior doctor reaches his teacher's current position, he will understand. Oh, NIMA's 

teacher didn't lie to me. This thing really needs to be savvy. 

 

Zhang Fan didn't dare to disturb this thing quietly. If you disturb this meeting, Shaohua won't make a 

child with Zhang Fan first. Maybe we should discuss the knowledge points in teaching with Zhang Fan 

first. 

 

There's a saying. I'd rather quarrel with a sensible person than talk to a fool. This thing, talking to laymen 

about this thing is a quarrel. 

 

Really, a crosstalk actor said a word. If an expert and an outsider quarrel, then the outsider will be an 

outsider. Therefore, if Zhang Fan discusses a gynecological knowledge with Shaohua, Zhang Fan will lose. 

 

If you don't discuss it first, it's inevitable to lie down and be tossed at night. 

 

Zhang Fan sometimes secretly counted the days when Shaohua's eggs were mature, but NIMA was red 

every month. 

 

I have no problem here and Shaohua has no problem here. Does the system really make Lao Tzu 

triploid? But just think about it, Zhang Fan is very clear about pregnancy. 



 

Some people are good at everything. They don't have children for several years. This thing is the same as 

99%. You just touch something outside 99. 

 

You can't come in a hurry! 

Chapter 1405 

 

 

Tea vegetable hospital, the atmosphere is strange these days. Especially doctors and nurses in hospitals. 

 

"Have you heard that Shuimu has a group of experts, and there are only seven or eight academicians. 

But why didn't the old lady publicize it this time? It shouldn't be. Isn't it the old lady holding back any big 

moves?" 

 

"You can really talk. There are seven or eight people in total, all of whom have become academicians. 

Who can be a busboy? You can't have no brain, but you haven't seen TV. If you don't see ordinary big 

men, you have to take some men with you. Otherwise, how can you reflect their status. 

 

I heard from the academy office that four academicians came. It seems that they came secretly. Of 

course, they can't publicize it. It's said that the boss of our tea vegetable area seems to have a strange 

disease and wants everyone to consult together. What's the golden mean in a few days? All 

academicians of mordu will come. " 

 

 

The two little nurses chatted together during the night shift. After listening to a few words, they chatted 

enthusiastically. As for how many academicians there are and what they are doing, in fact, they don't 

worry about it, just to have a mouth addiction. 

 

 

Doctors are a little reliable, but those who are reliable are not much better than nurses. "Director Xue, I 

heard that Shuimu's expert group is coming. When will our hospital organize people to have surgery or 

outpatient service. 

 

 

My relatives heard that they looked up to me and wanted to go through the back door and hang an 

expert number. " 

 

"Bullshit, people don't come to the clinic. You don't think about it. Academician level doctors fly from 

the capital to tea vegetable, and then arrange an outpatient service. How much registration fee do they 

have to charge to avoid losing money. 



 

 

Do you think our Zhangyuan is a generous person, or do you think the old lady is a generous owner? This 

time, the Shuimu expert group of others came to inspect tea vegetarians. It is said that the 

environmental quality of the people in the capital is getting worse and worse. 

 

 

They're going to build a sanatorium here. Don't you worship the wharf? You know, I'm also a local snake 

now. " 

 

Xue Fei is also nonsense. 

 

Although Zhang Fan doesn't pay so much attention to the level as Ouyang, Ouyang still cares about 

some things sometimes. For example, in this negotiation, Ouyang won't notify those who can't say the 

level, and let everyone keep it confidential. 

 

It's very mysterious. It's like going back to the past. It's almost to sign a confidentiality agreement. 

 

 

On Tuesday, Zhang fanlue went into the hospital with fatigue. He made a lot of thunder and fire every 

day. Zhang fanlue knew why when God arranged men and women, he had to arrange a few 

physiological periods for women a month. NIMA was not to let women rest, but to purely protect men. 

 

Zhang Fan, who used to drink little milk in the morning, drank a glass of milk and ate two eggs today. 

The four seasons of tea are very clear, but relatively speaking, autumn is the shortest. 

 

 

It is clear that the tiger returned to the cow last autumn is like the man before the roll. This is only a 

week, and he has become the man after the roll. It's like a saying that the front color is like a devil and 

the back is like a Buddha. 

 

After several days of autumn rain, the tea element weather decreased significantly. The lush leaves also 

became yellow golden leaves hanging on the branches. The breeze blew, and there was a strong aroma 

of plants and trees in the sand. 

 

The snow line on the snow mountain has gradually become a small sling from wearing a bikini coat in 

summer. Originally, there are only a handful of white, which has begun to slowly spread to the neck of 

the snow mountain. 

 

As long as the snow mountain spreads down to the foot of the snow mountain, the winter of tea will 

come. 

 

However, autumn has the advantages of autumn. The sky is very blue. The sun hanging in the sky like 



egg yolk is much more lovely than summer. 

 

Of course, I often see the scenery and don't think it's amazing. That's how Zhang fan drives into the 

hospital without raising his head to see the snow mountain in the distance. 

 

In his words, this thing is like a boiled and peeled egg. What can I see. I went to the hospital in the 

morning and went to the administration building first. I don't know what they said today because 

Shuimu's tea came. 

 

"Where are Shuimu people?" when she entered the office, Wang Hong took over Lao Chen's work and 

began to make tea for Zhang Fan. At the beginning, Lao Chen would come early, but Wang Hong of 

NIMA's family had the key to Zhang Fan's office. She would always come ten minutes earlier than Lao 

Chen. Now Lao Chen won't provide door-to-door service on time. 

 

"I just went to the medical office and said that the Shuimu expert hasn't arrived yet." Wang Hong made 

good tea, smiled and took out her notebook to tell Zhang Fan about her work for a few days. Sometimes 

Zhang Fan also thinks, is this NIMA the dean or Wang Hong the dean. 

 

Before Wang Hong read the arrangement, Lao Chen followed her into Zhang Fan's office. Wang Hong 

made tea for Lao Chen like a guest. 

 

"Dean, Shuimu's experts have to talk with tea vegetable leaders today. The Secretary of the government 

just called and said we don't have to wait today!" 

 

Lao Chen took a look at Wang Hong and began to report to Zhang Fan. 

 

"This NIMA!" Zhang Fan scolded in his heart. "OK, no matter what they do, let them continue to stretch. 

All right, everyone should do whatever they need. These goods of the tea vegetable government are 

also unreliable." 

 

Zhang Fan still couldn't help complaining. It's like the dog lying in front of him every day. Today, he even 

climbed to other people's feet and drooled to eat other people's sausages. It's too irritating and can't be 

cooked. 

 

After that, he took another look at Wang Hong. Wang Hong was obviously more mature than before, 

not only in character, but also in other aspects. For example, if you used to wear a small white coat and 

don't look at your face, you can't tell the front from the back. 

 

Now it's different. It's slightly painted with light makeup. The exquisite face obviously gives people a 

feeling of outline. The most important thing is that it definitely gives people a feeling of young women. 

This thing is the same as high-level technology. 

 

You can't say that she is different from her recent graduation, but she is obviously different. Even her 

white coat has been changed by one size. "Don't arrange my work. I'm going to have an operation 



today." 

 

Zhang Fan said something to Wang Hong, who was about to speak, then got up and left. 

 

Wang Hong looked at Zhang Fan's back, slightly opened her mouth, and then didn't make a sound. The 

dean tainima jumped off. Why didn't she listen? Hey, if only she were as obedient as my husband! 

 

Zhang Fan went out of the office and said while walking with Lao Chen, "let's not take the initiative. Now 

who is worried and who suffers losses. These goods are so rich and scheming. They don't have the 

momentum of local tyrants. NIMA is a disgrace to China!" 

 

If Zhang fan can't take advantage of it, he will die of pain in his heart. 

 

Zhang Fan went to the operating room. Ouyang decreed in the office that the grain was as heavy as a 

knife. "What do they want to do?" 

 

"It is estimated that they just want to take more share of the experimental results. They came to four 

academicians angrily. If they simply want to cooperate, a vice president will be qualified." 

 

After visiting Zhang Fan, Lao Chen came to Ouyang's office. 

 

"Hey, Zhang Yuan is the Secretary, and they are all here." Ouyang thought everyone should sit down and 

think about countermeasures. 

 

"Zhang Yuan said, we can't worry about who we love. Then we went to the operating room. Secretary 

Ren didn't come to the administrative building this morning. President Li Cunhou was in the outpatient 

department of the international department. President Zhao Jingjin and president Luo and President 

Yan Xiaoyu went to the Department." 

 

"Why don't you pay attention at all? Is this my own hospital? Don't worry!" Ouyang said and thought 

again, "but Zhang Yuan is right. We can't worry." 

 

With that, the old lady seemed to understand! 

 

In the operating room, Zhang Fan inspected each operating room. In the past, there were only six 

operating rooms, one for gynecology, and other departments had to rotate. If there was a polluted 

operation, an operating room would be scrapped on that day. 

 

It's different now. It takes half an hour to walk up and down the operating room on the third floor. Each 

department occupied its own operating room early. 

 

After looking around, the operation should have been opened long ago. When Zhang Fan walked to the 

orthopaedic operating room, he saw Xu Xian taking the little nurse to the operation. 

 



"Where are your people?" 

 

"There are too many outpatients these days, and the outpatients are not enough, so I let several doctors 

go to the outpatients. This is a rib fracture, so I didn't call anyone else!" Xu Xian smiled. 

 

"Rob other people's chest surgery patients again. Can you let me save snacks? Wait for the family to tell 

me what you want me to say." 

 

Zhang Fan knew as soon as he heard it. No wonder there was no doctor. This is definitely a temporary 

operation. Otherwise, how could there be no doctor? The snake player is bad now. 

 

"OK, go back to the Department. Next time they ask you to help, you will report to your head nurse. This 

is not your job. Don't listen to them all day." 

 

Zhang Fan waved and asked the little nurse to go back to the Department. The little nurse smiled 

sweetly and said hello to Zhang Fan. 

 

Orthopedic experts from top to bottom say that they are most familiar with Zhang Fan, especially the 

group of little girls who come with Zhang Fan. They don't think Zhang Fan is the dean in front of Zhang 

Fan. 

 

Especially the head nurse of orthopedics department, except for the director of the nursing department 

of the hospital, that is, the former head nurse of the operating room, she dared to speak in front of 

Zhang Fan. 

 

"Come on, I'll help you." after the little nurse left, Zhang Fan went to the operating table. Because he 

turned around, he didn't have surgery to do. 

 

"Eh!" Xu Xian didn't want Zhang Fan on his operating table. It sounded as if Zhang Fan was here to help. 

 

But when NIMA Zhang Fan got on the operating table, Xu Xian became a busboy. Just as Xu Xian was 

about to speak, Zhang Fan stared, "you don't like it. This is someone's surgery outside the chest. I didn't 

say you. If you don't like it, disinfect the sheet. You're good, I don't see it! Otherwise, I'll go to the 

director outside the chest and say that you rob someone's sick again!" 

 

Xu Xian curled her lips, muttered, and began to work. If it were Wang Yanan, he would never be so 

obedient. 

 

The operation is as like as two peas. The same is true of the titanium alloy fastener, just like putting 

buttons on your wife's clothes. 

 

Just after the operation, Bayin came in flustered. The white coat in front of Bayin's chest swung and 

swung as if the waves appeared in front of Bayin's chest. 

 



"Dean, here comes a critically ill surgical patient." 

 

"What patient? Which department?" it's definitely a problem to tell his patients directly. 

 

"Pediatrics, just sent to the children's Institute, the director outside the children directly called the 

operating room to let me find you and let you go quickly. The director told you to hurry up. The child is 

dying." 

 

Zhang Fan knew as soon as he heard that the child must be serious. The pediatric director couldn't take 

it down, so he called for help. 

 

"You do the rest!" said Zhang Fan, taking off his surgical clothes and running. 

 

The operating room of the children's Institute is in another building, but fortunately, the operating room 

buildings are connected, just like an overpass. There are channels between each building. Like doing that 

thing, there is a long strip inserted into each other. 

 

Zhang Fan asked as he ran, "what else can I say?" 

 

"Let the director outside your heart pass!" 

 

Bayin panted and trotted behind. 

 

Before running a few steps, Wang Hong came out of the corridor nervously. 

 

"Dean, I applied for an urgent consultation in the whole hospital. Now the patient has been sent to the 

operating room of the children's Institute, but the child is too serious and is dying." 

Chapter 1406 

 

 

Zhang Fan took people from the original sprint to a trot. Emergency consultation, and it is the 

emergency consultation of the whole hospital. This level of consultation was initiated by the director of 

the children's Institute. Needless to say, we all know that the children are in danger. 

 

Clinically, internal and external women and children are the four largest courses. In the hospital, these 

four departments are also the largest departments in the hospital. Gynecology is better, but Pediatrics 

seems to be always free from the main body of the hospital and walk on the edge of the hospital. 

 

Even pediatricians are not involved in doctors in other departments. 

 

For example, consultation, it can almost be said that there are few opportunities for pediatrics to 

consult doctors from other departments. 



 

 

Although they are all people, the difference between slapped villains and adults is too big. This thing is 

not only the reduction of therapeutic drugs, but also the most important thing is the treatment idea. It 

can be said that pediatricians who have worked for ten years can go to the adult department for free 

training. 

 

 

But doctors who have worked in the adult department for ten years can't do Pediatrics without annual 

training. 

 

 

Zhang fan runs between the two buildings with Lao Chen and Wang Hong. In the passage between the 

building and the later construction of the building, under the ceiling made of blue PVC, the autumn sun 

shines in, mottled light and shadow, as if they were passing through the time tunnel in a trance. 

 

 

At this moment, not only Zhang Fan, but also experts from almost all departments on standby at home 

are starting in one direction. 

 

 

For a time, it seemed that all the people running in the hospital were bald, except Zhang Fan, who was 

not bald. Of course, only patients are curious. As for doctors and nurses, they have turned a blind eye to 

this kind of thing. 

 

The most is to look at it, and then move a little in the middle of the road to make way. As for asking 

them to gossip, it's almost impossible, unless the intern will. 

 

 

Often, doctors and nurses in a hospital don't even know the specific situation of patients in their own 

departments. They just worry about their own patients. This sometimes gives people the feeling that 

you don't know anything. 

 

It turned out that the children were sent to the tea vegetable hospital from the hospital in the county. 

And it is also the hospital that Zhang Fan started in that year, quark county hospital. 

 

 

I don't know whether other countries talk about the origin of this thing, but China talks about it. For 

example, the surrounding prefectural and county hospitals are familiar with Zhang Fan. When Zhang Fan 

was a little doctor, he monopolized throwing knives in various county hospitals. 

 



But to the extent that everyone is familiar, quark county hospital and Zhang fan are the most familiar. 

Even others boast that they have been called the small branch of tea vegetable hospital. Of course, this 

is called by others on their own wishful thinking, which is not officially recognized. 

 

But quark county hospital has experts from one department to support every month. This is because 

other county hospitals have no treatment. In particular, Shi Lei, President of quark county hospital, 

copied the system implemented by the tea hospital as it is. 

 

Of course, this is just a system. Shi Lei can't see the establishment of a research institute. Originally, such 

imitation was nothing. Shi Lei was praised by the leaders of the county, but when Zhang Fan raised the 

income of tea doctor. 

 

Shi Lei couldn't imitate. First, the doctor didn't want to, which made Shi Lei laugh at himself and say that 

not everyone can imitate my brother. 

 

An hour ago, a child was admitted to the emergency department of quark hospital. The child's face was 

blue, especially where the facial vascular network was rich, such as eyelids and lips. 

 

When the child less than half a year old was taken into quark's emergency department, the young 

emergency doctor did not know what the child was, but he understood that the child could not be 

treated by quark hospital. 

 

The children's parents are herdsmen grazing on the grassland. In the cool autumn season, it was 

supposed to gallop, but today, they took their children to the city. 

 

"Doctor, save the child, save the child!" although the language is not smooth, the anxious expression of 

the child's parents, especially the tearful eye circles of the child's mother, whether in urban or rural 

areas, is really broken in the face of delicate children. 

 

"Come on, please invite director Yang of the tea vegetable hospital." when director Yang of quark 

hospital ran to the emergency department, he immediately arranged 120 people to be rushed to the tea 

vegetable hospital. Quark hospital doesn't even have a cardiothoracic surgery. How to treat this disease. 

 

Although 120 children have oxygen and incubators, their children are getting weaker and weaker, and 

their breathing is becoming softer and softer, just like a kitten who is just born and is about to die. 

 

To tell the truth, premarital physical examination, prenatal physical examination and prenatal physical 

examination look like the state is fooling people's money. In fact, this is really important, just like deaf 

marriage and dumb marriage. Without these examinations, giving birth to children is blind. 

 

Once a problem child is born, to tell the truth, waiting for you and even your family is almost a disaster. 

 

Ordinary families don't have much capital to fight. 

 



The child is that there is no premarital examination before marriage and no pregnancy examination 

before pregnancy. When the child is born, the child is obviously one circle smaller than other children. 

As the child grows up, finally, the fragile sick heart can not support the child's demand for oxygen. 

 

Only half a year old, his heart can't support it! 

 

There is a characteristic of clinical medicine, especially pediatrics. The condition changes rapidly. You can 

never guarantee that all treatments can be carried out as scheduled. 

 

This kind of critically ill children who have never had medical files or medical records are even more 

dangerous than eggs with broken shells. 

 

Director Yang, who was supported by Xiaxian County, escorted him personally. On the 120 ambulance, 

director Yang estimated that he had never been so nervous in his life. 

 

For a while, the child's ECG was disordered, and the child's oxygen saturation fell down. To tell the truth, 

Lao Yang, in his forties, was about to cry without his own hospital assistant. A person protects the child 

from beginning to end and keeps the child from being taken away by the king of hell. 

 

When he saw that the first aid center of his hospital had sent someone at the door of the hospital, he 

never thought that he should have such expectations to see his hospital. 

 

"Come on, tetralogy of Fallot, come on, the child can't work, come on, send the child out!" Lao Yang 

dute took a cry. After more than 20 years of medical treatment, he felt that his heart seemed to be 

connected with this little child for the first time. 

 

To tell the truth, the longer the doctor works, the fewer empathy things will be. This time, he found the 

child, and then almost alone escorted the child. After the child arrived at the tea vegetable hospital, how 

much he hopes the child can be treated. 

 

When the child was sent to the children's Institute, the director of Pediatrics immediately applied for 

consultation and immediately called the hospital office. The child must be operated on immediately, but 

at present, only Zhang fan can do it. 

 

To tell the truth, the development of cardiac surgery is highly stratified. The top is too top. It is feasible 

to change the heart. Especially the intervention in recent years has made minimally invasive enter the 

heart link. 

 

But the low-end is also extremely low-end, such as tetralogy of Fallot. Almost 30% of children die before 

the age of one year. At present, this disease is still the number one killer of infant mortality. 

 

The more poor and remote the place, the more frequently the disease is found. Why? It's that pre 

pregnancy and in pregnancy examinations are not popular. 

 



This backwardness is unimaginable for people living in cities. 

 

The best treatment for this disease is prevention. Long ago, Austrian doctor Theodore, who is respected 

as the father of surgery, said that surgery on the heart is a blasphemy to the art of surgery. 

 

In fact, the old man means that surgery on the heart is bullshit. 

 

You can imagine how difficult it is to develop cardiac surgery. Today, almost 200 years later, this 

sentence is still valid in remote areas or not top developed cities. 

 

Because cardiothoracic surgery in many hospitals is bullshit, because good doctors in cardiothoracic 

surgery, like doctors outside the brain, can't live in a small place. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, the child is dead, Farrow children. Now the children's Institute can't get the operation." 

 

The director of the children's Institute reported the situation as soon as he saw Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan 

listened while walking. When he saw the child, his heart was also shocked. 

 

Nima is a Smurf. Her body is blue and purple. Her lips and eyelids are no different from Lei Zhenzi he saw 

when he was a child. 

 

Because of the heart, the child looks like two or three months old. But he was almost half a year old. He 

opened his closed eyes slightly, and a little tears hung around his eyes. 

 

Looking at a group of strangers in white, like a centenarian who has experienced the facts, the kind of 

eyes that seem to have been silent even appear on a half-year-old child. It's really heartbreaking. 

 

Too weak, hypoxia makes the child weak, and hypoxia makes the child feel that he is leaving the world. 

 

Zhang Fan's rapid examination, the more the examination, the more worried he is. The success rate of 

the operation is too small. Now if it weren't for the hospital ventilator, the child would have gone now. 

 

"Surgery or give up!" Zhang Fan's heart is also uncertain. 

 

Such a weak child, such a serious disease, is really too difficult. 

 

In fact, Zhang Fan hesitated for ten seconds. What he hesitated to consider was not whether he could 

do it, but how he should do it. 

 

"Prepare for surgery!" 

 

"Dean..." the director of the children's Institute looked at Zhang Fan with anxious eyes. 

 

She knew in her heart that the child would die on the operating table today. 



 

It was ischemic and hypoxic. It has become a NIMA Smurf. Now can you survive with a large-scale chest 

opening? 

 

"Dean, aren't the experts from Shuimu also here!" old Chen said quickly. 

 

"Go and call NIMA, what the fuck will he hold? A doctor, what will he hold? Go and shout! We'll have an 

operation now!" 

 

Zhang Fan's rare expletive. 

 

The operation began. Today, the operation is not treatment. The first thing is to ensure that the child 

does not die. "Establish extracorporeal circulation. Come on, the child's brain will be damaged." 

 

Really, in recent years, Ouyang and Zhang Fan, like two hamsters, have brought all kinds of advanced 

instruments to the tea vegetable hospital bit by bit. When they get the instruments, they even reach a 

shameless level. 

 

But now, this shameless act has played a great role. 

 

In the border area of Manchuria, only tea element hospitals have cardiopulmonary bypass, which is 

special for children. Without this machine, even if Zhang fan can have an operation, the child will die 

here today. 

 

Any hope, any miracle, is bullshit. 

 

The most advanced cardiopulmonary bypass machine in the frontier began to work. 

 

In the conference room, academicians outside the tea plant government listened to a group of people 

talking about things. At this time, the government officer entered the conference room, "leader, a 

critically ill child came to the tea plant hospital and needed the help of Shuimu pediatric experts." 

 

The old man got up and left without waiting for the leader to speak. 

Chapter 1407 

 

 

What is torture? It's not torture when you're naked, hang it on the beam and whip it. This thing is 

criminal law, or it's a new hobby of new men and new women, a new posture. 

 

For medical workers who have been doing scientific research all their lives, sitting on the bench listening 

to the chaos of tea vegetable leaders and Shuimu's administrative leaders, this is NIMA's torture. 

 



They are the nuclear weapons brought by Shuimu. They scare Zhang Fan and hang in the government as 

dried meat. It's bullshit. It's really difficult for several old men. 

 

Both sides seem to be very implicit. Everything is like a membrane is not punctured. These laymen will 

never understand what they are talking about. 

 

 

"We still attach great importance to the support of the frontier, especially for those who have special 

needs, are enterprising, and have leaders who want to improve their knowledge. For example, it is very 

valuable to have some courses on weekends." 

 

 

Nima, you say that there are no off-duty training classes at the weekend. After that, you can issue state 

recognized academic certificates. It's over. It's a lot of bullshit. 

 

 

Tea vegetable leaders also have a high level. What they say is vague. What will the government do to 

some top universities 

 

 

In fact, the leaders of the tea vegetable government also know that what they say is useless, because 

the tea vegetable hospital is not under their control now. Zhang Fan listens when he wants to listen. He 

doesn't want to hear it. Maybe NIMA sends someone to block the door and ask for debt. 

 

 

Therefore, the leaders of the tea vegetable government actually want to rely on Shuimu to improve 

their education. Anyway, they are not out of work. It's no different from the secretary. Therefore, they 

are also happy that everyone shut up and didn't mention the tea vegetable hospital. 

 

When the government officer spoke and the academician of Pediatrics got up and left, the other 

academicians, in addition to the boss of Shuimu medical department, had to sit here and support the 

scene, the other two followed. Although they are not young, they are as agile as three young men. 

 

 

The rapid and consistent action worried the tea vegetable leaders. Don't fall three old guys. Coster, who 

has remained unchanged for ten thousand years, was requisitioned. To tell you the truth, the tea 

government has no more chance to use Koster than the tea hospital. 

 

Of course, Ouyang is determined not to pay for the salary for refueling. The leaders in charge of logistics 

dare not ask for it. This is true. Now the tea hospital has given great face by not coming to the door to 

ask for it. 



 

 

It would be embarrassing for the of the tea vegetable hospital to block the door of the tea vegetable 

government. If you don't block the door, you can block the office door of boss Cha Su, which is enough 

for the tea Su government to drink a pot. Therefore, there are not many interests involved now. The tea 

Su government is waiting for the tea Su hospital. 

 

It's quite the feeling of foreign friends. It's no exaggeration at all. 

 

Zhang Fan has started the operation in the operating room of the children's Institute. To tell the truth, if 

we say the current medical level of catechin, doctors and experts who can pull out a pole for common 

diseases, we can even say that catechin hospitals are no different from large hospitals in terms of 

common diseases. 

 

The medical treatment in China is a little strange. According to the serious explanation, the name of the 

third class hospital is a medical unit integrating scientific research, medical treatment and teaching. 

 

Here, scientific research is the top priority, but you can see that in most of the top three hospitals, the 

appendix can fly, and there should be some energy. NIMA usually has to make an appointment for a 

bed. When NIMA makes an appointment, the appendix is perforated into silk stockings. 

 

Doctors who should have done experiments and research are dragged away by a large number of basic 

diseases. 

 

It can be said that there is no clear distinction between scientific research and medical treatment. If the 

policy of this thing is unclear, it is not easy to produce results and the intention is unclear. For example, 

NIMA, who obviously robbed the road, went to rob the color, and the partners of the division of labor 

together are unhappy. What you are unhappy about is NIMA's internal volume, which can't afford to 

write papers together. 

 

It's no exaggeration. The level of Chinese doctors' water papers is absolutely high. 

 

There is a joke in the industry about an internationally famous journal. I think my life is not very good 

recently. I want to generate income, so I slightly let go of a hole, which means I want to earn more 

income. 

 

As a result, as soon as NIMA was released, Chinese doctors gave water to the last. A medical journal that 

had been published for nearly a century was finally not recognized by major famous universities, and his 

influencing factor NIMA was abandoned by Chinese doctors! 

 

But if everyone goes to basic treatment, no one can study and no one can make a breakthrough. The 

lack of tea is such a breakthrough. 

 

To put it simply, ordinary surgery is exaggerated in the tea vegetable hospital. Pulling out a dog can do it 



for you. 

 

But the smaller the Department, the smaller the discipline, and the more difficult it is, NIMA of the tea 

vegetable hospital will sit in the wax! No one! 

 

Zhang Fan is now facing this situation. There are many doctors in the children's Institute who study 

children's spine and children's joints. 

 

There are also children's breathing, children's Ophthalmology, but there is an extreme lack of doctors in 

congenital heart disease. 

 

This is a normal situation. In terms of cardiac surgery, children are not mentioned, and there is a lack of 

doctors for the treatment of adults. 

 

In those years, there were too many children with congenital heart disease in Northwest China. The 

state directly sent several major digital general hospitals around, one digital hospital contracted one 

province, and directly let the doctors of digital hospitals enter the border areas to treat the children free 

of charge. 

 

I don't know why I didn't publicize in the past. There are not many people who know. Are you afraid that 

the patients in the frontier don't pay for their first heart disease? Anyway, it was mentioned in the 

army's newspaper that year, which was still on the edge. 

 

This also shows from the side that there is a lack of doctors outside the heart, and doctors in children's 

cardiac surgery are even less, just like the head of a man in science, relying on peripheral support. 

 

Zhang Fan had an operation. The director of the children's Institute reluctantly went to the operating 

table to help beat the drums. She is a doctor of respiratory surgery. The so-called heart and lung are not 

separated, but when she came to the operating table, the pulmonary doctor is still not as professional as 

the doctor outside the heart. 

 

Moreover, if today's operation could be performed by a lung doctor, NIMA would look down on others' 

hearts. 

 

While preparing for the operation, Zhang Fan looked up at the time. He knew that they were all doctors. 

It was impossible for Shuimu's academicians not to come. 

 

Several old men in Shuimu frightened Zhang fan that he would never be soft, but he wouldn't refuse 

when he needed help with the operation. 

 

This thing is a size. 

 

The three old men were dragged by the young doctors of catechin. They felt as if they had been 

kidnapped and sent to the operating room of the children's Institute. 



 

After entering the operating room, the academician of Pediatrics first took a breath of air conditioning. 

It's not how serious the child's condition is, but the old man saw the equipment in the operating room. 

 

The most advanced cardiopulmonary bypass instrument is still at the laboratory level. You can't buy it 

with money. Artificial lung, children's version, how luxurious NIMA has to be. The combined row 

operation CT can't rank in the top three here. 

 

Darling, the advanced operation made the old man wonder if he had moved his laboratory to tea 

vegetable. 

 

The old man suddenly felt that he couldn't frighten the boy this time. Man Huaguo reckoned that this 

operating room is the most advanced. It doesn't seem to have any shocking effect to bring his own 

money here. 

 

"Hey, everyone regarded this boy as the big brother in the countryside. As a result, he was the second 

generation of local tyrants and rich people." the old man shook his head and abandoned the idea of 

frightening Zhang Fan early in his heart. 

 

His eyes were drawn from the instrument reluctantly. He was a little jealous. NIMA was too advanced. 

He read the data of some instruments from journals. This is the first time to see this thing. 

 

"Old Jiang! Come on, you're my assistant. The child has a serious T-B shunt. I've opened my chest. Come 

and bring the mirror." 

 

Zhang Fan was not polite at all. When he looked back and saw the old man, he immediately began to 

arrange the task. 

 

The old man opened his mouth and swallowed his spit. He swallowed what he wanted to say with his 

spit. The child's situation was really serious. His little face was blue and blue. It was really delayed. 

 

If the child's condition is slightly better, he has to theory. NIMA, an orthopedic doctor and an apprentice 

of ordinary foreigners, even instructed me to do it for you in heart surgery. Your master is not so great. 

 

When old man Jiang brushed his hands on the stage, Zhang Fan and the old man began. First, 

academician Jiang old man, second, director of tea Element Research Institute, and third, inpatient of 

cardiac surgery of tea element research institute. 

 

Because the Institute of Pediatrics has not been established for a long time, there is no clear distinction 

between various disciplines. In particular, there is only one resident doctor in the Department of cardiac 

surgery of the Institute of Pediatrics, and other doctors are waiting for Zhang Fan to dig people. 

 

Now even a three-level diagnosis and treatment system can not be achieved, that is, the equipment is 

advanced, otherwise zhennima, like Ouyang's Heart Institute, is a joke. 



 

At the beginning of the operation, there was an academician standing on the stage and three 

academicians standing under the stage, because Zhang Fan's master also came. Although they could not 

help on the stage, they had rich clinical experience. 

 

It is directly equivalent to an expert support group, "5ml of diuretic is slowly dropped to protect the 

kidney." 

 

"The colloidal solution decreases and the crystal solution increases, increasing the internal and external 

balance pressure, so that the child can reach a controllable dehydration state!" 

 

Under the operating table, the three academicians directly began to form the oral medical orders of the 

expert group. The anesthesiologists on the operating table were shocked. 

 

"NIMA, you can use medicine like this. God, why do you use medicine like this? You must ask when the 

operation is done. Why? You have to make it clear!" 

 

The anesthesiologist complained about his failure while taking drugs quickly. I don't even understand 

the meaning of other people's medical advice. It's too sad. 

 

And Zhang Fan, at this time, has started the fastest speed. Although there is cardiopulmonary bypass, it 

can't last too long, otherwise perfusion reperfusion injury will occur. 

 

What do you mean? It's like a small channel with lush water and grass. Suddenly one day, the water 

dried up, and then dried for several days. Suddenly, let it flow a flood, which will take off a large piece of 

the dry skin. 

 

In fact, the heart cells are also like this. In short, they can't work too long. If they work too long, they 

don't work. 

 

Therefore, the speed under Zhang Fan's hand is extremely fast, and the opposite help, old man Jiang can 

keep up. 

 

Although the child's chest was broken, it sounded as if the operation field was large. 

 

But the child's palm is a little bigger. How big can an open chest be. Nima Zhang can't put a person's 

hands in. 

 

It's all done under a microscope. 

 

Quick, just one word. At this time, the heart is like an apple in winter, which has been frozen outside the 

house all night. The skin is black. 

 

There is no feeling of pink at all. 



Chapter 1408 

 

 

In the medical industry, when outsiders look at it, it is easy for outsiders to feel low-key, luxurious and 

connotative. For example, when the director rounds the room, the director stands in the middle of the 

crowd with some body movements. 

 

Then he kindly said the patient's treatment points to the young doctors around him, and occasionally 

jumped out a foreign word that he had hardly heard of, especially the middle-aged male director. His 

thick and low voice really had a charming feeling. 

 

But for the young doctor standing around the director, NIMA said it was easy! For doctors, this thing is 

definitely not a low-key luxury with connotation, but the real thing is that it can be used at first sight. 

 

For example, cardiac surgery is the most obvious one. In cardiology, the working principle of the heart is 

pulled out by individuals. It can be said one by one. From electrophysiology to cell threshold, from the 

entry and exit of sodium ions to the state of heart contraction. 

 

 

But let's get started. The hospital can't pull out three. They can pat their chest and say, I'm the best for 

heart puncture! The simplest is the heart puncture among the five puncture operations, which is clearly 

required by the syllabus of the Ministry of health for interns to master. 

 

 

But NIMA went to see which medical school in Manchuria dares to let interns do this work. The result is 

that when this class comes, the students are excited. It seems that they can finally see the long-standing 

legend of evil ward sword in the Jianghu. 

 

 

As a result, in class, the teacher said faintly that I won't explain this chapter in detail. Zhennima is very 

much like the biology class in junior middle school. It's going to have a physiological structure of men 

and women. The beautiful teacher said that she let the students go home after class and have a look. 

 

 

Nima, what do I want your teacher for? Did I pay my tuition to study by myself? 

 

In fact, this thing is really difficult. Even if you puncture your abdomen, the worst result is to give a 

needle to someone else's bladder. At most, it is to let someone urinate blood for a few days, so that the 

old man with enlarged prostate suddenly has the illusion that he can have a period. 



 

 

But the heart is not good. One needle is not strong enough. One needle is too deep to pierce the muscle 

layer of the heart. NIMA is not kidding. She can solve it with a few toilet papers. It can kill people. 

 

In the operating room of the children's Institute, Zhang Fan has separated the child's circulatory system 

from old man Jiang. How can I say this? It's like a drum washing machine beside the operating table, and 

NIMA is a double barrel. 

 

 

Blood into the cardiopulmonary bypass machine, the child is like an alien, covered with wires. 

 

In particular, infants are covered with lines and pipes, and then there is another big blood hole in their 

chest. Really, the more they see, the more they feel congested. 

 

 

At this time, Zhang Fan and old man Jiang have no time to stop. Now they have reached the most critical 

moment. 

 

"We must lower the temperature and then carry out heart and brain perfusion, otherwise the brain will 

be damaged. The child is too young. We can't even judge whether it is damaged or not. Let's cool down 

Zhang Fan!" old man Jiang said a word looking at the beaded sweat beads on Zhang Fan's forehead. 

 

To tell the truth, Zhang Fan, who did not open the secondary extracardiac system, can do well in 

surgery, but Zhang fan can only say that he has a pair of golden hands and lacks a brain that is fatal to 

heart disease. 

 

His extracardiac surgery and knowledge are not enough. 

 

Cool down, cool down on the operating table. To be honest, this thing is a double-edged sword. 

 

Human brain tissue is extremely sensitive to ischemia and hypoxia. At normal temperature, the time of 

cerebral ischemia resistance is five minutes, which is the treatment window of cardiopulmonary 

resuscitation. If it exceeds five minutes, brain injury will definitely occur. 

 

Therefore, when rescuing, people in the non-medical industry, once they find that the heart of the 

person in need of rescuing doesn't beat, you don't want to take advantage of others and break off 

others' mouths to blow air. You must first find a way to make the heart beat. 

 

Whether passive or active, as long as you can make your heart jump, this is success. First of all, you have 

extended the resuscitation treatment window of rescue. 

 

In brain tissue, 40% of oxygen consumption is used to maintain cell integrity and 60% is used for nerve 



impulse conduction. This is why when the concentration of carbon dioxide is too high, people will have 

some hallucinations. 

 

Because at this time, the brain is actually the same as the workers with incomplete wages. Looking at 

work, NIMA is actually fishing. 

 

Now, the operation requires the whole body to stop circulation for ten minutes. If other organs don't 

say it first, the brain won't want to. 

 

What to do? Reduce the temperature. For every 10 ℃ decrease in the body, the oxygen metabolism of 

the brain decreases linearly, which is the same as the intersection of the two functions. When the body 

temperature reaches 13 ℃, the safe phase of disconnection can reach 29 minutes. 

 

Of course, if the body temperature continues to drop, the safe oxygen consumption metabolism will 

continue to decrease, but the side effects will become more and more serious. First, the brain is willing, 

but the heart will not. At this temperature, the heart may not be able to sleep or the blood vessels will 

be blocked. 

 

This is why many old people have cardiovascular diseases when winter comes. 

 

This kind of cooling is very troublesome. There must be corresponding instruments, such as special 

water bath box. Cooling the patient is not like NIMA buying a piece of meat and throwing it into the 

refrigerator. It needs to be in a constant water bath. 

 

And it should be carried out after the start of cardiopulmonary bypass. This cooling time is very slow. 

Sufficient cooling can be maintained for at least 30 minutes. At present, the experimental data clearly 

confirm that sufficient and uniform cooling takes at least 75 minutes. 

 

When cooling down, the other side also needs to open a hole in the large blood vessels, and retrograde 

and anterograde input the blood with temperature. 

 

What do you mean? To put it bluntly, while bleeding to cool down, you should also input a little warm 

blood to ensure that the neurons and internal organs in the body will not be frozen. 

 

This kind of operation is particularly troublesome. While cooling down, we also need to ensure a small 

amount of body temperature and body temperature. When the temperature is high, the brain is active 

and excited. When the temperature is low, other internal organs and neurons will die again. 

 

Really, to tell the truth, if you don't tell others, such a cooling and heating up is enough for a doctor to 

study all his life. 

 

This kind of surgery, not to mention tea, has not been done in the whole northwest. 

 

"What should I do now?" Zhang Fan asked old man Jiang directly without nonsense. 



 

Old man Jiang was slightly stunned and scolded in his head: Club hammer! But he began to say, "do you 

have a constant temperature water bath?" 

 

"Yes!" the director of the Institute nodded and answered, then directly asked his doctor to push out the 

water bath box, which is a little similar to the electric incubator for hatching chickens. 

 

"Is there a bedside detector?" old man Jiang swallowed his spit! 

 

"EEG and somatosensory evoked point detection should be available?" 

 

"Yes, do you need European or American standards? We have three sets!" 

 

"It's best to have a jugular vein oxygen detection balloon catheter temperature detector." 

 

"Yes, children's version!" 

 

The more old man Jiang said, the more NIMA was surprised. Finally, he wiped his sweat and asked 

tentatively, "is there a noninvasive transcranial oxygen saturation detector?" 

 

The detection of blood oxygen saturation usually needs to puncture the artery. Generally, doctors and 

nurses will take off your pants and pierce a thick needle tube at the root of your thigh. Under normal 

circumstances, nurses can't start this operation. It is often operated by doctors and assisted by nurses. 

 

The noninvasive detection is actually the infrared ray emitted to the outer cortical layer, just like the 

electronic thermometer. This device is effective, but this method is relatively novel, so it only appeared 

in some high-end laboratories first. 

 

As a result, the director of the children's Institute nodded shyly, "yes, but..." 

 

Unexpectedly, NIMA tea vegetarian Institute also has it. Old man Jiang quickly asked, "what's the 

matter? Is it broken?" 

 

The old man thought the things were too advanced and let these goods play badly. 

 

Unexpectedly, the director of the children's Institute shook his head and said, "it's not bad, it's not bad, 

but the doctors here don't know how to use it!" 

 

"Come on, push it out!" this almost sent old man Jiang away. NIMA has wanted this instrument for a 

long time! 

 

When all the equipment is set up, the child is like a small fish with its belly ripped into a water basin. 

 

It's short of onion, ginger and garlic seedlings, otherwise it's really like pickled and delicious. 



 

"DHCA temperature management begins!" Lao Jiang starts roll call one by one. 

 

"Yes, DHCA temperature management begins!" at the same time, Yang Yong of the children's Institute 

repeated the old man's words, and then turned on the switch of the instrument. 

 

"PH management starts!" 

 

"Yes, pH management begins!" 

 

"Increase the dosage of halothane and isoflurane!" three old men outside the operating table changed 

the dosage of anesthetic at the same time. When the child entered the water pool and the temperature 

began to decrease, injection anesthesia gradually turned into inhalation anesthesia. 

 

"Double the hormone! Put it in the pot!" 

 

"Boy, it's up to you now. In twenty minutes, the hole depends on whether you can block it." after old 

Jiang arranged, he took a deep look at Zhang Fan with his eyes. 

 

"OK, start!" 

 

At this time, it is obvious that all data of EEG and blood oxygen are stable, just like the ticking of patients 

with prostate, which can no longer be stable. 

 

Under the microscope, Zhang Fan began to operate. When everything is stable, to tell the truth, this 

hole, the hole big as soybeans, is under Zhang Fan's hands, and NIMA is a brother. 

 

Nima is big in soybeans. She looks down on Zhang Fan. If you have the ability, you can come out with a 

big broad bean. 

 

Zhang Fan didn't need any help. In one hand, he held a needle holder with absorbable purple suture 

hanging on it, and in the other hand, he held ophthalmic forceps and directly pulled the edge of the hole 

in the heart. 

 

It's too easy to sew directly. It's all in vain. I'm sweating white hair. 

 

Up, down, left and right, a cross nodule was stitched out by Zhang Fan, and it was as beautiful as a small 

chrysanthemum growing on a child's heart. Really, with the peristalsis of muscles, the small 

chrysanthemum opened and closed, which was so beautiful. 

 

"Rewarming, perfusion!" 

 

The blood is slowly sent into the body from the postural circulator, and the water temperature in the 

child's bathtub slowly begins to change from cold to white. 



 

The original blue children, like Smurfs, slowly changed from cheeks to pink, then neck, whole body, and 

finally limbs and lips. 

 

Slowly, it looked like a little devil's baby. At this time, it turned pink. NIMA was sleeping page. 

 

"Heart rate, blood pressure, blood oxygen and respiration are all normal. Zhang Yuan's child has 

recovered. Looking at the child's EEG is also normal. Zhang Yuan succeeded!" 

 

The director of the children's Institute was so happy that he didn't know what to say. 

 

It's really a surprise that things that had no hope were perfectly successful. 

 

Old man Jiang felt the instruments around him at this time and whispered, "what a good thing, what a 

good thing!" 

 

Zhang Fan looked at the child's instrument. He was also excited. Really, when the child couldn't operate 

after cardiopulmonary bypass, his eyes were black. Really. 

 

He looked at the data and took the time to take a look at old man Jiang. He wanted to thank the old 

man. As a result, he saw that the old man was greedy to death. He smiled. 

Chapter 1409 

 

 

Children's surgery is different from adults' surgery. Adults are like what master Zhou said in those years. 

Time is like a squeeze in the ditch. There will be some. And the adult body is like this. It has capacity. 

 

For example, for some super large operations, the doctor will prescribe a diet of three meals a day for 

patients half a year or even longer before the operation, in order to accumulate energy. 

 

But the child is different. The child's condition makes the doctors and nurses laugh as if they stole the 

chicken without being found in the first three seconds, and it's too late to cry in the next three seconds. 

 

Therefore, after the operation, even the children's parents didn't let them see it, which directly 

promoted the PICU of the children's Institute, that is, the children's intensive care unit. This department 

was established very early in China, but it has not been developed. 

 

 

It can be said that NIMA was 20 years old until the millennium, but some top three hospitals didn't have 

this department. Finally, the country couldn't see it. It directly pulled up another pole and rebuilt 

another unit, women's and children's hospital! 



 

 

Even in the end, it even extended a new class of a separate medical school, the Bachelor of Pediatrics 

who graduated from the pediatrics class! As a saying goes, it's not that you don't work hard, but that 

there is no doctor. 

 

 

Therefore, after the operation, Zhang Fan took a group of people to PICU. Walking in the passage of the 

operating room of the children's Institute, several academicians, especially old man Jiang, were sucking 

air-conditioning like eating meat and filling their teeth. 

 

 

"What is the level of your laminar flow operating room?" 

 

The classification of laminar flow operating room is really responsible for the complexity. In fact, it is 

divided according to the number of dust particles in the operating room. 

 

 

"Oh, when we got the operating room with the special orthopedics department, Zhang hospital 

intercepted some equipment for our women and children. In response to the national goal of vigorously 

developing maternal and child health care, the hospital got one by itself. At present, the level should 

reach the level of the country's top dust-free Laboratory. There will never be more than 35 dust particles 

in a liter of air!" 

 

 

"Eh!" the old man's hands trembled, and his steps were much lighter. 

 

Zhang Fan's master and two other academicians had an incredible feeling when they looked at 

everything around them. Nima is such a loser. The hospital that even needs foreign aid for heart surgery 

has such local tyrant equipment. 

 

Look a little distressed. 

 

In fact, sometimes it's good to pursue the top, good! But it is often unnecessary. 

 

What is the special orthopedic hospital of others? It faces almost the most local tyrants in the world, as 

well as some sports stars. This thing is the same as IQ tax. If it is not appropriate, it needs the most 

expensive rhythm. 

 

 

High end equipment is good for the development of medical treatment, but it may not be popularized. 

 



Like Mao Zi's AK47, is this the most advanced technology? No, it's cheap leather. 

 

The equipment of the tea element Institute is not used for ordinary surgery. This kind of equipment, 

NIMA's one-year maintenance, the cost of ordinary surgery, let alone making money, can't even afford 

the maintenance cost. 

 

But there is a tea vegetable hospital in front of you! 

 

Zhang Fan winked at the director of the children's Institute. The director of the children's Institute 

thought a little. It seems that there are not many times of cooperation on weekdays, and the degree of 

tacit understanding is not harmonious enough. 

 

At this time, Lao Chen said: "Hey, the equipment can barely be used, but we can't use many of the 

equipment here. It's too sensitive. Some indicators can pass in the ordinary operating room, but they 

can't pass here directly. 

 

At the beginning, we thought it was advanced, but it's a pity that this thing doesn't apply. Hey, we've 

been cheated. If no one uses it again, we're going to seal it up. If it wasn't state-owned assets, we all 

wanted to sell it and change it! " 

 

As soon as they said this, the others didn't feel anything. Old Jiang's head trembled and his lips, and 

NIMA almost scolded. However, because he was in the dust-free operating room, old Jiang's head 

endured and endured, and his face was purple. 

 

I've seen the child, and when all the data are normal. Zhang Fan said with a smile, "let's go to the 

conference room of the children's Institute and Mr. Jiang will give you a class!" 

 

Shuimu's team leader was a little reluctant. According to their plan, he stretched it now, but old man 

Jiang didn't want to. 

 

Without Lao Chen's words, Lao Jiang might still listen to his administrative team leader, but now, who do 

you love? The old man thinks he must scold these ignorant things today. 

 

After entering the conference room, Lao Jiang was about to get angry. Zhang Fan slapped him on the 

table first. 

 

Then he yelled: "it's okay for you to say that you are a doctor of the children's Institute. You, Wang Yong, 

you are also a master of medicine. You can't even operate an instrument. If there were no Shuimu 

experts here today. 

 

The child died on the operating table. Do you want to do it or not? " 

 

Zhang Fan pointed to Wang Yong and scolded. Wang Yong bowed his head, but he couldn't help 

muttering in his heart, "I'm a doctor in children's orthopedics. You let me get instruments outside my 



heart. Why don't you let me go to heaven!" 

 

Although I kept defending in my heart, I didn't say anything. He doesn't know what Zhang Fan's purpose 

is, but he must know that Zhang Fan said he had a reason. 

 

After scolding the doctor, Zhang Fan then scolded the director. After scolding the director, he then 

scolded Lao Chen. Anyway, none of the doctors present were spared. 

 

Why don't you use such good equipment. 

 

Old man Jiang lost his temper when he listened to Zhang Fan's swearing posture. 

 

"Yes, but the director should not be a pediatrician. In fact, it's right that ordinary pediatricians can't use 

this instrument. Doctors above the master's level who mainly focus on children's heart can't use it." 

 

The old man looked at Lao Chen and said something to Zhang Fan. 

 

Zhang Fan immediately smiled and said, "you're right! Do you think these equipment in our operating 

room are OK?" 

 

"Well, in terms of advanced level, complete set of lines and system, your operating room is the most 

advanced children's operating room I have seen in China. What a pity, what a pity!" 

 

The old head looked as if he had dug up a piece of his meat. He looked much depressed, as if he had 

been trampled in the operating room for hours. 

 

To tell the truth, this kind of person, who has been engaged in technology all his life, is actually very 

cute. He speaks directly and has a simple mind. Really, although his speech seems to be hard to hear, 

this is what Zhang Fan needs. 

 

If he meets a scholar leader, Zhang Fan will pack up and do what he should do, and he won't sit here and 

play with his mind. 

 

Without saying a few words, the leaders of tea vegetable came. 

 

At this time, Lao Chen secretly sent a text message to Xiao Chen and asked the leaders to come here. 

 

Zhang Fan watched his family come almost. 

 

A word came at once, a word that didn't surprise me. 

 

"Comrades, after years of careful consideration, I decided!" after that, Zhang Fan saw his doctor, his 

colleagues, and then several academicians of Shuimu. 

 



Everyone looked at Zhang Fan curiously. And old man Lu clanked in his heart. He understood that the 

bastard was going to trap people again. Now he has a thorough understanding of his student. 

 

Although she is simple and honest, NIMA really has a black heart, hot hands and thick skin. After the old 

man came to tea, he knew that this bastard had long been flying knives in the border under his own 

banner. 

 

The old man looked at old Jiang's head next to Shuimu and looked at him with pitiful eyes. 

 

Zhang Fan glared at his master. Don't let the old man ruin things for me. 

 

"Many of our children's Institute's equipment has not been applied, which is a great waste. This waste is 

a crime, a crime against state property, and a crime of being irresponsible for the lives of patients. 

 

Therefore, I now decide to donate the operating room of UNICEF, including all equipment and personnel 

in the operating room, to experts who are capable and in need. 

 

In the past, I couldn't find such a person, because I think no one is better than me in the field of 

pediatric surgery. I think my surgery is really the best. 

 

But today, I found that I am a frog in a well! Academician Jiang, although he has no leadership today, his 

cognition of surgery and pediatric medicine is not comparable to me. Therefore, I decided to donate all 

the operating room and operating room equipment of tea element Institute to academician Jiang's 

team! " 

 

Zhang Fan's words made Lao Jiang's head from anger to surprise, from surprise to shock. In a few 

minutes, the old man felt that NIMA seemed to have passed for centuries. 

 

At the beginning of listening to Zhang Fan's boasting, the old man was not convinced. What is Pediatrics 

first and surgery first? Are you an orthopedic doctor? It's good to stand here. Although Zhang Fan's 

surgery is good, the old man doesn't admit it. 

 

Without this temper and pride, he can't be an academician. 

 

But slowly, I heard Zhang Fan say that he saw an expert today. He thought the boy was quite sensible, 

 

In the end, the boy directly donated such advanced operating room and equipment to his team. The old 

man didn't know what had happened for a while. 

 

Looking at Zhang Fan with straight eyes, I was extremely puzzled, "there was an operation in front of 

me. I've been together since the operation. I didn't see this boy drunk. How did he start talking 

nonsense." 

 

However, it is clear that the administrative leaders of Shuimu's team are anxious, and NIMA still doesn't 



speak morality. 

 

You're a broken operating room and donate. You think this thing is a real estate certificate. You can buy 

and sell it at will. 

 

In hospitals, many equipment can't be moved easily after being equipped. Many new hospitals are built 

tall, but they have to go to old hospitals for inspection. After some equipment is installed and used, it 

takes root and sprouts like a big tree. 

 

Moving is scrapping. 

 

Therefore, as soon as these words were said, Shuimu's leaders knew whether the Dean wanted to dig 

people or dig people naked. 

 

He was just about to speak. 

 

Zhang Fan doesn't give a chance. 

 

"Academician Jiang, look at this infrared oxygen saturation. If you hadn't commanded the operation 

today, this thing would have been put with falling ash. You can say whether this is advanced or not!" 

 

"Advanced!" the old man's eyes were straight. 

 

"Today, I gave it to you in front of everyone!" 

 

"Is that right?" the old man almost said, but years of education still made him shy. 

 

"Appropriate, why not? There are many operations and scientific research you want to do here. 

Moreover, you can rest assured that you don't need to arrange numbers here, just for you!" 

 

"Wait, wait!" the leader of Shuimu's team is really anxious. If NIMA goes back without one, the leader 

can eat him. 

 

"It's all right, it's all right. I'm going to retire soon. It's all right to make some mistakes. Don't wait. Don't 

wait. If I really make a chance, I'll make a retirement report and won't embarrass the leaders!" old man 

Jiang stopped the administrative leader leading the team and didn't let him speak. 

 

Then he said to Zhang Fan, "do you have any more requirements? Finish it in one breath. In front of your 

master, if you tease me today, I can't spare you." 

 

well! This NIMA is so easy that Zhang fanle can't sit still. 

Chapter 1410 

 



 

The old man asked Zhang Fan to make a request. Zhang Fan wanted to say at the first time that the old 

man would come to the hospital to be a director for me, but he was happy. Zhang Fan didn't become 

stupid. If he really said it, it would be embarrassing. 

 

Moreover, old man Lu winked and coughed at Zhang Fan from a distance. He was also afraid that the 

rabbit's mouth would say something untimely, so that the card he was going to win overturned the 

boat. 

 

No struggle is struggle, no seeking is seeking, no desire, no seeking is the road. The first two sentences 

of this sentence are right, and the last two sentences Zhang Fan doesn't know what they mean. 

 

Can academicians like old man Jiang be lured by position or establishment? What a big organization and 

a high position NIMA has. 

 

 

So Zhang Fan smiled. "You still underestimate me. Originally, I just wanted to leave the machinery and 

equipment idle and get old. I didn't want to threaten you with this first. To tell you the truth, don't talk 

about your reputation. 

 

 

As long as you open your mouth, it's estimated that the local tyrants and rich people in Manchuria can 

get you anything. I didn't want to say any conditions, but since you are so sincere, I don't ask for 

anything and don't seem to respect you. 

 

 

In this way, if you have the time, you can help take the young doctor and give him any advice! " 

 

To tell you the truth, if the old man shouted and said what he wanted, there were a lot of people 

rushing to give it away. According to the funds currently deposited in the private sector in China, you 

can easily set up a private hospital, such as the private hospital of an academician. 

 

 

Not to mention whether this thing is good or not, and not to mention the situation of others, it is not 

easy for them to have a private hospital directly in the richest part of China and become the first dozen 

specialized hospitals. 

 

These investments are academician's? 

 

Kill Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan doesn't believe it. You say an academician buys a luxury car. Zhang fanxin, you 

let the academician operate the top ten hospitals in rich areas of China. Even if you sell the academician 

by catty, you can't get together so much money. 



 

Moreover, the Chinese people have a bone defect, perhaps one-sided. For example, when a group of 

people eat, their living standards are similar, and they are not local tyrants. Few people rush to pay for 

this money. But if you eat between two or three people in private, more people rush to pay. 

 

 

Because when this thing pays, it also makes others remember their feelings. A group of people pay for 

dinner without friendship. When it's over, others say this guy is a fool. 

 

So, as long as the old man is shameless and says I want to get a private hospital, I can have everything. 

 

 

But the old man said, my Shuimu laboratory is short of equipment. Who will buy one? 

 

It's hard for NIMA. 

 

So, don't look at the old man in Shuimu. It's still difficult for him to want top equipment. The old man is 

also ready to let Zhang Fan take a knife. For example, he comes to take office with tea vegetarians. He 

comes for three or two years. When he has achieved some results, he pats his ass and leaves. It's good 

that the two don't owe each other. 

 

Unexpectedly, the black boy just said a word and gave advice. NIMA is too smart. 

 

 

When Zhang Fan finished, Ouyang smiled and thought to himself, "ouch, you're finally enlightened." 

 

Lao Chen wants to give Zhang Fan a thumb and say: you are really tall! 

 

And old man Lu, Zhang Fan's master, smiled knowingly and looked at old man Jiang around him. Old 

man Lu was like looking at a little white rabbit. 

 

Although the wrinkles on the little white rabbit's face are like dehydrated apples. 

 

"I don't want to be cheap. In the future, my scientific research projects can be combined with tea. As 

long as they are done in your children's Institute, they can be regarded as cooperative joint research." 

the old man is really not a businessman! 

 

As soon as he said this, Zhang Fan was rather embarrassed and asked, "old Jiang, isn't this appropriate? 

If you really insist, I'll reluctantly agree." 

 

Nima is shameless. The administrative team leader led by Shuimu cried. How can I explain when I go 

back. 

 



The school keeps these academicians not only for fame, but also for others to make achievements. Now, 

how can we do this! 

 

"Hum!" old man Jiang looks like you look down on someone, and doesn't talk to Zhang Fan. According to 

the people in the capital, Lao Tzu talks with you about the terms, which is the loss of points, and I don't 

know whether it's water or rouge. 

 

Zhang Fan nodded to Lao Chen. Lao Chen immediately got up and went out to get the list of all 

equipment and instruments of the children's Institute, and then got a handover document at the first 

time. 

 

In fact, this thing is in the tea vegetable hospital. If it's not handed over, it can't fly. In fact, this is the 

hammer falling on the nail. If someone jumps out to stop it later, it'll be in trouble. 

 

With that, Zhang Fan smiled and said to Lu: "master, you are also busy. Why don't you accompany 

academician Hu around our general foreign affairs building?" 

 

The academicians who came to Shuimu this time, except that the president is engaged in basic medical 

biology, others are clinical. 

 

For example, academician Hu, academician Hu of general foreign studies, as Zhang Fan is talking about 

now, although his fame is not big, his master is powerful, Zeng xianjiu! 

 

It can be said that in those days, Chinese surgery was almost the world of master Qiu, but at this time, 

master Zeng xianjiu stubbornly supported the medical sky in the north. 

 

It's true that the surgery of that year could hardly be described as the school of Qiu. At that time, the 

reputation of Tongji medicine could be said to be the overlord of the Jianghu. Old Qiu is the same age as 

old Zeng. They are both doctors, one de Mao and the other gold Mao. 

 

Zeng Lao suffered from a short life in Yang, so he became much less famous. But people's level is really 

great. 

 

Academician Hu is the disciple of old man Zeng. 

 

Looking at the old man, Zhang Fan wanted to bite. 

 

Old Lu turned his eyes and scolded in his heart. 

 

It's not that he is jealous, but that he thinks Zhang Fan is floating. To tell the truth, the old Jiang head 

who can seduce pediatrics is Zhang Fan. The equipment here is really good, and pediatrics is a small 

discipline. 

 

But NIMA puwai is still an old apprentice. Do you think you, a boy of Qiu school, can pull over? Don't say 



that Zhang fan can't do it, even if Lu Lao and Wu Lao come together. 

 

There are too many things to say here. Old Qiu had a bad temper and was born in an iron and steel 

company. Tongji was in full swing, which had something to do with the old man's temper. 

 

But when the old man is gone, you can look back and look back at Tongji. How brilliant it was in those 

years and how lonely it is now, which is related to the general environment, but it is also inseparable 

from the old man's temper. It was too brilliant in those years ~! 

 

Zhang Fan spoke, and old man Lu could only nod and smile and invite academician Hu to visit. 

Academician Jiang has taken the director of the children's Institute into the operating room and 

laboratory to see the equipment. 

 

Zhang Fan entered the surgical building with people talking and laughing. 

 

Academician Hu smiled gently all the way, but he always felt too polite. Unlike old man Jiang, he felt 

angry when he was angry, unhappy when he was unhappy, and happy when he was happy. 

 

Zhang Fan thought, am I too close to people, so that the old man thinks I'm a nouveau riche? 

 

When he entered the surgical operating room, Lu said to Zhang Fan while others were not paying 

attention: "you're dead. Pull Lao Hu's heart. His teacher has a general relationship with my teacher! 

Don't wait. You'll lose someone rashly!" 

 

As soon as Zhang Fan listens, NIMA really feels that she has finally fallen into retribution. 

 

Nima's relationship is ordinary. When you say this, it's clearly a statement that you don't deal with it. 

Zhang Fan really wants to say to old man Hu, whether each is OK or not! 

 

After a turn, old man Hu kept smiling, and Zhang Fan's heart was gone. 

 

Academician Hu didn't even say anything when he saw the gastrointestinal tumor hanging in the air with 

marukuni. He just said a few words in the whole process. It's good, very good, OK! 

 

Nima Zhang Fan felt that the old man was writing a medical record to cope with the superior's 

examination. 

 

The academician of Pediatrics finished it. When he was fighting with Shuimu in a naked and shirtless 

way, Lao Jiang was the worst to sit aside and not fight. 

 

Old man Hu is hopeless. Looking at old man Hu's back, Zhang Fan said to Ouyang, "I can't dream of it. A 

good gastroenterologist has turned me yellow!" 

 

The old lady didn't understand. There was a question mark at one end! 



 

There are still two academicians left. One is the president of Shuimu medical college. Shuimu medical 

college has only been established for a short time, and there are only about 80 teachers. But since its 

establishment, they have been bent on becoming the top of Chinese medicine. 

 

Unfortunately, the idea is beautiful. 

 

When Shuimu established the medical department, it happened to be the hot years of bioengineering. 

As a result, the development of clinical medicine was unsatisfactory, and there was no major 

breakthrough in biology. 

 

It can be said that they wanted to take a shortcut, but NIMA made a mistake. There are hemorrhoids at 

the back door! 

 

Of course, even if people can't do it again, Zhang Fan won't give the boss of Shuimu Medical College 

nightclothes. If NIMA really wants to succeed, it's not a small matter, it's a problem for the leadership 

and decision-making level. 

 

The last one was an academician of orthopedics. When the old man went out, he asked Lao Gao to pick 

him up. 

 

Spine, joint, trauma and minimally invasive. Doctors from four branches and eight departments all 

welcome such legendary figures in the orthopedic building. 

 

If there is disharmony among the general foreigners in China, orthopedics is relatively harmonious. It's 

not that there are people who unify the Jianghu, but because a hundred flowers bloom, no one wants to 

be the boss. Let's make money happily. 

 

Orthopedics, it can almost be said that there are super hospitals in both the north and the south, and 

the orthopedics of digital hospitals can make cows moo. There are also Chinese hospitals everywhere, 

even if there is no emergency, even if there is no pediatric gynecology, orthopedics must have. 

 

In this case, the orthopedic industry in China is surprisingly harmonious! 

 

So, this thing is nothing. My apprentice, your master's, in small border cities, a big man is an elder. 

 

"This is your orthopedic room. It looks different from those in our country." Lao Gao accompanied the 

old man around the tea vegetable bone Institute. 

 

"You are everyone. You can see the difference at a glance. We cooperate with special orthopedic 

hospitals and use golden wool standard instruments for some instruments and equipment." 

 

Lao Gao smiled gently. 

Chapter 1411 



 

 

The older generation of tea vegetarians are not very old. Let's say Ouyang's generation. It is hard to say 

whether China has invested much in medical care. Just look at Ouyang's generation. 

 

They are a group of college students from the third generation, as well as the selected college students, 

but as long as they stay up to the level of deputy director, almost all have been to the capital of Mordor 

for further study. 

 

Although the frequency is not as high as that of Zhang Fan's generation, how many hospitals in 

Manchuria let doctors study at no cost. 

 

At the beginning, Lao Gao went to several hospitals, several digital hospitals in the capital, and shuitanzi 

golden mean. At that time, there was no Shuimu clinical medical school, but the old man was already 

famous. Known as a tiger in the capital orthopedics. 

 

 

Not that the old man is overbearing, but that the old man has good skills. 

 

 

Nima is not an ordinary person who can be called a tiger in an industry, especially in the capital. 

 

 

Lao Gao was not qualified to look up to the old man. This is no exaggeration. 

 

"Are your operating rooms and laboratories open?" 

 

The old man looked at the bone Institute of tea vegetable, at the bone Institute, Chinese, European and 

American, and people from the ball country who were obviously short. 

 

The old man can see a trance. Shuimu's clinical laboratory is not so complicated. 

 

 

"For cooperative objects, all laboratories are open. For non cooperative objects, because they are jointly 

built with Jinmao, they are not open according to other people's articles of association." 

 

 

"Oh, like borrowing?" the old man looked at the 7T MRI of the bone Institute and felt embarrassed. 

 

"Hehe, if it was someone else, I would say no. But for you, I can guarantee that you can use it whenever 



you want." 

 

Lao Gao is also bad at learning. At present, even half of the laboratories and surgeries in NIMA's bone 

research institute are idle. 

 

 

This thing doesn't mean that tea vegetarians don't want to use it, but there are few who can use it. 

Moreover, scientific research is not bragging. You say you can study whatever you want? 

 

Therefore, at present, the tea vegetable hospital mainly works for other special orthopedic hospitals, 

and Zhang Fan cooperates with Jin Mao at the Institute of orthopedics to draw the orthopedic 

anatomical characteristics of European and American people, especially in minimally invasive surgery. 

 

 

Once successful, it is estimated that special orthopedics can monopolize high-end minimally invasive 

surgery for more than ten years. Therefore, although people invest a lot, in fact, the future returns can 

be eaten. 

 

"Can you decide?" the old man looked at Lao Gao and asked in surprise. 

 

At this time, Xiao Chen immediately came out and said, "the orthopaedic surgery of our Zhang hospital 

was taught by the head of the high court!" 

 

"Disrespect! The three anatomical drawings of Zhang Yuan at the annual orthopaedic meeting shocked 

the orthopaedic Jianghu. It's a pity to teach such a student!" the old man even put Lao Gao in the same 

position as himself. 

 

Lao Gao was a little embarrassed, but he still had a sweet feeling in his heart. He said that Zhang Fan 

was taught by him. He was embarrassed to recognize it. It can be said that Zhang Fan's orthopedic 

surgery was taught by him, and he will definitely admit it. 

 

When Zhang Fan was in quark, when he first arrived at tea, he brought it by himself bit by bit. However, 

the time was faster. Zhang Fan was different from others. 

 

Just like children drinking milk, others have to breast milk for half a year, then add complementary food, 

and slowly start eating eggs and meat with milk. 

 

Although Zhang Fan is the same, one mouthful of his breast milk is equal to that of others for half a year. 

Therefore, after holding hands for several times, Zhang Fan seems to have graduated, which makes Lao 

Gao unhappy. 

 

"In fact, don't be surprised. It seems that the equipment here is very advanced, and there is a lot of 

noise in the laboratory. In fact, they are all other people's Jinmao experimental projects. Except that the 



cooperation between Zhang Yuan and Jinmao is dominated by Zhang Yuan, the rest are chores. 

 

Let me tell you a joke. At the beginning, people couldn't see our doctors. Zhang Yuan lost his temper 

every day. But there's no way. Our foundation is poor and there is little accumulation of high-end 

talents. 

 

……” 

 

Xiao Chen hurriedly squeezed Lao Gao's eyes, which was almost blinking. Xiao Chen shouted anxiously: 

bad things, bad things. Dean Gao, why don't you follow the script? How can you tell the truth. 

 

As a result, to Xiao Chen's surprise, old man Hu's attitude. 

 

The old man listened carefully and nodded at the key nodes. 

 

The old man and Lao Gao seemed to forget their friendship. They talked about a feeling of harmony. 

Really, it's like chatting with a confidant. 

 

"I'm impressed that you've reached this point. I'll tell you the truth, this time we're configured according 

to the level of Zhang Yuan. 

 

Zhang Yuan is from Qiu school. We have a former old student here. Zhang Yuan is from clinical 

background. Our leader is from the school of basic medicine. Zhang Yuan is registered in orthopedics, so 

my old man was sent. 

 

There is also pediatrics. The best pediatrics in China is in the capital. In fact, when they came, the school 

had guessed the two weaknesses of weak foundation and lack of high-end talents. " 

 

Old Gao was slightly surprised and asked, "you don't want to Annex!" 

 

After 2008, the Medical Association slowly rose. Major hospitals expanded like warlords occupying 

territory. If they did well, they would join forces, share resources and exchange talents. But some made 

a bad bag. 

 

Lao Gao doesn't know what extent Zhang Fan's operation can achieve, but he doesn't know whether 

Zhang Fan will be small. Absolutely not. If I could be a little girl, Lao Gao would bring Zhang Fan back to 

tea for the first time. 

 

The old man smiled bitterly and shook his head. "When I came, I had this idea. But I looked at your 

equipment and your attitude of Zhang Yuan. This idea is not practical. Looking at Lao Jiang's hurry, your 

president has disintegrated our expert group!" 

 

"Hey, I'm talking about breaking up. I just want to get more support from your top hospital medical 

school. You've been in the capital and don't understand the difficulties of our grass-roots hospitals. In 



those years, the lawsuit was brought to Zhonghai for these equipment. 

 

Our leaders in the border areas all went to the customs and were deeply afraid of being cut off by 

others. It was difficult for us! " 

 

Lao Gao's conversation is just as real as his temperament. Unexpectedly, this temper threw the old 

man's temper. 

 

"It's hard enough. Well, I have no energy to lead students, but I'm just doing a research on bone 

cartilage joint transplantation and repair. You also have 7T MRI here. 

 

I can come here. I don't know whether you Zhang Yuan agree or not. " 

 

This is NIMA's unexpected harvest. Originally, Zhang Fan thought he could win one, and Zhang Fan's goal 

was old man Hu. As a result, old man Hu 

 

As a result, old man Hu was hopeless. He didn't want to win orthopedics and pediatrics. Really, that is 

the word, planted Wutong tree to attract gold phoenix. 

 

As soon as Xiao Chen saw the result, he quickly reported it to Lao Chen. After Lao Chen received the 

information, he immediately reported it to Zhang Fan. 

 

Zhang Fan smiled happily, and then he didn't know how to express his joy. NIMA was too sudden and 

the unexpected harvest was too sudden. 

 

As long as these old men are willing to come here, Zhang Fan is confident to impress these old men to 

stay here. 

 

The boss of Shuimu medical department, who talked with the tea leader, felt his eyelids jump badly, and 

the old man was flustered. 

 

Regardless of the enthusiastic retention of the tea vegetable leaders, they directly killed them in the tea 

vegetable hospital. After entering the hospital, all the officers in charge of the team cried. Like a child 

seeing his mother, they grinned and said: tea is too shameless. They took out advanced equipment and 

seduced academician Jiang away. 

 

I persuaded you to make the decision. Academician Jiang said that if he stopped him again, he would 

make a retirement report. Now academician Jiang has signed the equipment transfer contract, and 

there are staff of the notary office in the hospital. This is a trap. 

 

Academician Yang, the dean of Shuimu, heard that NIMA was black in front of her eyes. 

 

I don't know that the old man of orthopedics will be disarmed here, otherwise academician Yang will die 

of anger at the gate of tea vegetable hospital today. 



 

Four people came to NIMA. Before the war, they let others capture two. This, this, how can NIMA lead 

the team in the future. 

 

Academician Yang decided to start the talks immediately. If NIMA lingers for three or two, something 

serious will happen. Tea vegetarians are too evil. 

 

Before long, academician shuimuyang angrily informed Zhang Fan. The boy started quickly. NIMA didn't 

expect that she capsized in the small canal today. 

 

In the meeting room, academician Yang looked at the people around him, "where's Lao Liao?" 

academician Liao Mingyuan of orthopedics. 

 

Academician Hu shook his head. Academician Yang's heart was like bungee jumping. 

 

"Go find it!" 

 

The officer with the group immediately went out to call someone. 

 

"Is this appropriate?" academician Yang now wants to stew Zhang Fan. NIMA is not old and her mind is 

too dark. 

 

"Yang Yuan actually..." Zhang Fan wants to explain. He really wants to kill the old man with tea. It is 

estimated that the country will not let tea go. 

 

This kind of old man is a national treasure. 

 

But his family also needs to develop. While Zhang Fan wants to explain, he asks Lao Chen to call Ren Li 

and Yan Xiaoyu. 

 

It's not for negotiation, but for the general manager's dispensable attitude and fart. Zhang Fan thinks 

that once the old men faint, he can set up a rescue team at the first time! 

 

"Well, don't explain. You invited us here. I didn't expect you to do it. Now let's talk about this 

cooperation." 

 

"Intestinal cancer team, we can let Shuimu enter. At present, we have invested 600 million. Shuimu can 

not borrow funds, and even share all the later research costs. As long as Shuimu sends a scientific 

research team of no less than 50 people to tea!" 

 

As soon as you say that. 

 

Not only Shuimu's group of people looked at Zhang Fan with incredible eyes, but even Ouyang's mouth 

was wide open. 



 

Does the boy have a fever? 

 

Especially Shuimu, they thought, if we knew this, why should we pose? Can't we talk early. 

 

In fact, Zhang Fan originally wanted to cut, but now he has hooked two academicians of others. If he 

clicks, Zhang Fan really doesn't want people to say that tea has beaten the dean of Shuimu with a black 

stick. 

 

Two academicians, this thing is not dirt. You can find it casually. There are only a few in Shuimu medical 

school. 

 

"Er! Is there a little more than 50 people?" Lao Yang couldn't take the move this time. 

 

Shuimu's medical school has about 80 professors. NIMA has 50, but the school still can't run it. Can we 

move Shuimu's medical school to tea? 

 

"It sounds a lot, but it's not much. At present, there are more than 60 professors in pill country in 

intestinal research, not including the doctors they teach." 

 

"A little less, a little less, there are no 50 professors and doctors in our gastrointestinal group." old Yang 

zhennima has a feeling of eating meat without teeth. 

 

"That's OK. Twenty people can't be less. Otherwise, Shuimu accounts for too little, and it doesn't accord 

with the identity of China's top universities." 

 

If you get cheap, your mouth will be sweet. 

 

Soon, old man Jiang and old man Liao of orthopedics came. 

 

"What? I said that NIMA, the black boy, is so easy to talk. He doesn't want money and let us participate. 

NIMA was waiting for me here. I said two, we have been trained and educated by the party and the 

state for many years. 

 

How can you do that! " 

Chapter 1412 

 

 

The autumn and rainy season of tea vegetable are continuous. Unlike most northwestern cities, the 

rainy season in this place feels like the world has entered the aquarium after an autumn rain. Tea 

element is different. The autumn rain of tea element is the same as the soft rain in the southern water 

town. 



 

It's like a child crying, but it lasts a long time. The hot and dry autumn tiger lost its prestige under waves 

of snot and tears, and the golden chrysanthemums on both sides of the urban road fluttered in the 

wind. 

 

In his office, Zhang Fan quickly stood up and opened the window of the conference room in order to 

prevent academician Yang Shuimu from getting angry. In recent years, the smoking ban in the hospital 

has been severe. Like before, when such a large conference room held a meeting, smoke came out of 

the window. What he didn't know was that NIMA's conference room was on fire. 

 

 

After a while, the leading group of tea vegetarians was complete, and the expert group of Shuimu was 

also complete. 

 

 

Zhang Fan's conditions are very good, but the only thing he didn't mention is what to do with the 

formed antiemetic drugs. Although this thing has not yet been put into clinical practice, it has entered 

animal experiment. It is still a humanoid animal experiment. 

 

 

To brag, it's almost certain that the antiemetic drug of tea element has been used. 

 

Academician Yang now regretted that he was a little too stretched when he first came. At that time, he 

entered directly and violently and played tea vegetarians suddenly. It is estimated that NIMA has taken 

off her clothes and lay in bed as an uncle now. 

 

 

But in just two days, an academician was dragged away by the black boy. He doesn't know that Lao Liao 

of orthopedics has risen up. 

 

 

Lao Yang doesn't know. If he knows, he doesn't know how angry he is. Now he knows that after old man 

Jiang was pulled away, Lao Yang has made up his mind not to let tea vegetables get too cheap. He must 

take a good bite of tea vegetables, a small hospital. 

 

In fact, both sides think so, but Zhang Fan has succeeded and appears to be a gentleman, while Lao Yang 

is a little impatient and angry before he succeeds. 

 

 

"As far as we know, the research on intestinal cancer of catechin is still suspended. In particular, a large 

number of pharmaceutical enterprises in Marubeni have lost confidence in the research and began to 



withdraw their funds. 

 

I don't know if Zhang Yuan's current statement is really promising to introduce other units into the 

market, or whether it is necessary to throw the pot and let others take over. " 

 

 

Zhang Fan heard that the rumor that NIMA made about Lao Tzu was purely a false accusation by NIMA. 

"What's the hurry? It's the buyers who praise and criticize, and it's the idle people who cheer! Just listen 

to them." 

 

Looking at Zhang Fan's face, Ouyang lowered his head and whispered to Zhang Fan. 

 

In fact, what people say is also true. The antiemetic drugs of tea element are accidental. Otherwise, we 

can't even see a big progress now. Many times, Zhang Fan also thinks, is this scientific research NIMA 

the same as buying lottery tickets? 

 

Look at the hundreds of millions of prize pools there, but you just can't shoot. 

 

At present, in anatomy, tea has made great progress in the anatomical radical cure of intestinal tumors. 

 

What does the radical cure of tumor mean? In fact, it means directly cutting all suspected and suspicious 

tissues with tumor cells, and cutting off the surrounding lymphatic vessels. 

 

In the macro aspect, there are no tumor cells, but what about the micro? If the root causes of tumor 

factors are not solved, there are still some leftovers after the operation is cleaned. 

 

Therefore, at present, the goal of tea is to find the cause of intestinal tumor and a new way to find the 

cause of transplantation. 

 

This is also the reason why Zhang Fan relies on Marubeni. In modern times, especially after 2008, 

Chinese people treat Biao with golden hair, from universities to kindergartens and even hospitals. 

 

In fact, people who engage in relevant majors know that small meatballs are still not comparable in 

some fields. 

 

For example, medical treatment, although the directors of large hospitals in China must have the 

experience of studying abroad before taking office, this experience does not include any country except 

Jinmao. 

 

It's rich. Everyone is thinking about spending money anyway. Since I spend money, why don't I be a 

flower leader and have to find a leg dragging servant girl. 

 

In fact, the medical treatment in Marubeni has its own set. Especially in the intestinal tract, sometimes 

Zhang Fan wondered. Enteroscopy is not strong. The guy at the top level is a monopoly. 



 

For example, the relationship between modern people's use of toilet and hemorrhoids. This paper with 

peculiar smell was published by a professor of pills. A large number of detailed data and cases directly 

analyzed the scientific statement that we thought hemorrhoids were licked out in those years. 

 

There is also the shape of stool. In the early years, people didn't pay much attention to this thing, but 

intestinal tumors can be found from the shape and properties of stool. This is the invention of people's 

pill country. In particular, the shape of stool is divided into N kinds, what banana shape 

 

Although it has internal flavor, NIMA is really capable! Even today's Chinese diagnostic books use things 

that people made a century ago. 

 

In terms of Urology, they are also quite powerful. For example, the first case of prostatectomy was 

made by a doctor with golden hair, but it is people's pill country that carries forward seriously. This 

country really points out a talent of imitation and transcendence. 

 

But, 

 

It feels like NIMA is the third way ~! 

 

In earlier years, there was a joke that Jinmao's orthopedics was monopolized by Bonzi doctors, the 

intestine was monopolized by marubenian doctors, and the chassis of the Nordic three countries was 

outside the brain. 

 

Therefore, when Shuimu's Lao Yang told the truth, Zhang Fan's face couldn't hang up. I'm still young and 

want a face. In fact, I know from my age. What's the use of NIMA wanting a face! 

 

"If we had a national investment of tens of billions a year, we wouldn't have to cooperate with 

Marubeni!" Zhang Fan, still young, couldn't help but offend a Shuimu Lao Yang. 

 

The old man was fine when he came. NIMA was on the negotiation table. How could she be more 

hateful than the Tibetan mastiff! Zhang Fan looked at Lao Yang's dishcloth face and was quite unhappy. 

 

In fact, if Lao Yang poaches Zhang Fan's Li Cunhou, it is estimated that Zhang fan can jump from a 

building. They are really self-restraint. Only in this way can they give Zhang Fan a face. If someone else 

had changed, NIMA would have gone to Zhongnan at this time. 

 

For example, earlier, a university academician in a city in the northwest left, and then the whole 

government was unwilling! 

 

"Hehe, you think beautiful, and I won't talk nonsense to you. We need to invest in antiemetic drugs! 

Otherwise, we'll see the Ministry of health. Do you think you can make yourself obedient by playing 

small tricks? Think beautiful." 

 



Lao Yang sneered. His skin was not moving. Zhang Fan wanted to come forward and pull the old man's 

face to see if you pulled the skin. 

 

To tell you the truth, Zhang fan can't take advantage of the Ministry of health. You poached two 

academicians from others. No matter how big NIMA's family is, she can't carry it. 

 

Moreover, he is the real son of the Ministry of health and even the state. NIMA, you tea vegetable 

hospital doesn't know how many line servant girls gave birth to him. 

 

Zhang Fan gave a look at Ouyang, Li Cunhou, and then president Ren with a blank face. 

 

Zhang Fan sighed in his heart. 

 

Still not strong enough! 

 

"OK, Shuimu brings funds into the group. I can give you half of my own achievements. However, this 

achievement is not for nothing. 

 

First, today's business is over. "Zhang Fan looked at Lao Yang, Lao Yang narrowed his eyes and bit his 

teeth," OK! " 

 

"Second, you are responsible for persuading the management of Marubeni country to make trouble. If 

you can't convince them, you need to fill up their funds. Don't bargain with me. It's not enough to sell 

the tea vegetable hospital." 

 

"OK!" in fact, Lao Yang is not worried about the capital problem at all. 

 

"Third, I'm going to train interns in the tea vegetable hospital for one year. I need you to send doctors or 

professors above the outstanding youth level to tea vegetable. When we cooperate, we must ensure the 

time and continuity of this training." 

 

"Ha ha! You're so hearty. OK, I agree." Lao Yang knew what Zhang Fan was going to do, but he didn't 

think much of it. 

 

"Fourth..." 

 

Nima, the boy is endless. Lao Yang's face is black. 

 

"No fourth, let's talk about today's business." Lao Yang interrupted Zhang Fan's asking price. 

 

"Hehe, OK, academician Yang is still happy. The management of Marubeni will give it to you. Later, we 

will sign a memorandum. The experts have been here for so long and haven't entertained you well. 

There will be a light meal later..." 

 



Lao Yang ignored Zhang Fan, chatted with old man Lu and left with someone. 

 

As a result, he went out of the gate and found that Lao Jiang and Lao Liao didn't come. 

 

"NIMA won't be old, Liao also..." 

 

Good and bad spirits, Lao Yang has a heart to turn back and have a good chat with Zhang Fan, "is this 

guy a doctor or a businessman? Tanima is bullying!" 

 

…… 

 

In the children's Institute, Lao Jiang tou has begun to formulate the rules for the use of laboratories and 

operating rooms. Can this be done by one person? The old man kept calling, "stop the application of 

children's heart virus and surgery first. Bring someone to tea. Don't bring anything. Yes, don't bring 

anything. Just bring someone." 

 

The old man has several projects and several doctors. On weekdays, everyone has to queue up and use 

the laboratory in turn. Now, there is everything here, which is more advanced than Shuimu. 

 

Lao Liao is modest. "I think you are also studying the improvement of hip prosthesis replacement in 

China. Why don't we work together." 

 

Although there is still a strange feeling, Zhang Fan believes that if he doesn't leave these old men here 

for half a year, he won't be delicious in the future. 

 

"Dean, academician Yang, they didn't look back. They left directly and went to the direction of the 

hotel!" old Chen lay on the windowsill like a spy, looking at the situation below. 

 

Zhang Fan didn't know whether there was real sweat or fake sweat. Anyway, he wiped his forehead with 

his hand, and then greatly breathed out, "the old man really wants to kill and make trouble. We really 

can't help it. 

 

Hurry up, Lao Chen. Take someone to settle academician Jiang and academician Liao. Eat, drink and 

Lazar. You must not let the old men worry. They are old. And you let Xiao Chen, no, Wang Hong, take 

someone to Shuimu's hotel and settle down a good family. You must serve well. Don't make the old man 

more and more angry. If he finally repents, it will be terrible! " 

Chapter 1413 

 

 

The current tea element is actually a little powerful for the pharmaceutical enterprises in Marubeni, but 

it is not enough to make the other party have a sense of deterrence or prudence, because tea element is 

just Zhang Fan. 



 

But relatively speaking, let Shuimu talk about it. They are as rich as meatballs. They are all people with 

mounts under their hips. Don't threaten anyone. 

 

When Shuimu negotiated with the pharmaceutical enterprises of Marubeni on behalf of the third party, 

the pharmaceutical enterprises of Marubeni regretted smashing the two mountains in front of their 

chest into a nest. 

 

The side of the skin transplant hasn't been touched yet, and the antiemetic drug has been divided by 

itself. If we say that they are more willing to simply talk with tea vegetarians on the cooperation of 

antiemetic drugs, because tea vegetarians rely more on them, while they rely less on tea vegetarians. 

 

 

Now NIMA has attracted water and wood, and the balance has become a triangle ~! It's very attractive 

to hang this triangle on a beautiful woman, but NIMA's family now hangs it on herself. The 

pharmaceutical enterprises in Marubeni always feel that Zhang Fan has worn a copper pelvic orthosis. 

 

 

Now it's too late to regret. Shuimu wants money and people. It's really fun. The Chinese play by 

themselves and agree to Shuimu's entry. 

 

 

Then Zhang Fan threw out the regulation that the management, that is, the party who pays, must put 

600 million backup R & D deposit in the tea vegetable account, whether inside or outside, meatballs or 

Shuimu. Anyway, as long as the management who pays, there must be a deposit. 

 

 

Moreover, the tea element also made it clear that the money will be refunded regardless of success or 

failure after the end of scientific research. 

 

 

Nima is holding her horse's legs to eat the army. Shuimu and the pharmaceutical enterprises and tea 

Vegetarians of MARUKI have come to several rounds of negotiations. 

 

Anyway, Shuimu said at the meeting that the academician's affairs had been turned over, so Zhang Fan 

also rearranged the table and took the seat again. Do you want to get cheaper again? There are no 

doors, not a penny less. 

 

 

The pill pharmaceutical enterprises that bite their teeth don't forget to fiddle with right and wrong at 

last. They say to academician Yang of Shuimu: we have all been cheated by tea vegetarians! 



 

Lao Yang didn't make waves at all. He felt that tea vegetable was always a national unit. If he didn't pay 

back the money, he was not afraid at all. Apart from others, tea vegetable equipment would be 

hundreds of millions. 

 

 

Moreover, in the end, isn't there a frontier government! 

 

In fact, he didn't know. If he knew that the tea vegetable government still owed several years of funding 

to the tea vegetable hospital, he would be worried about his 600 million. 

 

To exaggerate, China was almost killed by triangle debt. 

 

Scholar or scholar, a little simpler! 

 

Of course, the most important thing is that Zhang Fan didn't want to blacken their money without 

conscience. The main reason is that Zhang Fan really doesn't want these goods to go back to his 

mother's house today and divorce tomorrow. 

 

There's nothing they can do. NIMA can't help it at the critical moment. 

 

At present, the scientific research joint unit of tea element can't hang down at the gate of tea element 

hospital. 

 

The top three males in China have been in place. In other aspects, they are definitely the top three 

males in terms of funds. 

 

At present, the clinical trial has been completed and the research on mass production has been started. 

The laboratory is successful, but the cost is too expensive. The cost of one square meter is about 

200000, and the price is too high. 

 

However, the tea element can no longer help. Now the tea element Burn Research Institute has been 

dominated by numbers and moderation. 

 

The study of Shuimu and tea in intestinal tumors must be determined. The money has been paid, and 

Zhang Fan is not afraid that they will run away. 

 

Foreign, meatball country's intestines, golden hair's orthopedics. And the investment of Stan tyrant next 

door. Generally speaking, the current fund of tea vegetable hospital is a virtuous circle. 

 

In fact, in Zhang Fan's words, money is nothing. It's enough. Too much is useless! Of course, this is Zhang 

Fan's external caliber. Internally, you should try to reduce him by a penny. 

 

Incidentally, there are more academicians in the tea vegetable hospital than in some universities. 



Although these academicians did not belong to the tea plant, the NIMA people were detained by Zhang 

Fan, even if they were not from the tea plant hospital in name. 

 

The right to use tea is owned by others' tea vegetable hospital. 

 

There is old man Lu, the master of Zhang Fan, who has discussed with the frontier government for many 

times, but the frontier government said that this was a matter before the tea vegetable hospital was put 

under provincial management, and it was difficult for them to deal with it. 

 

You can't take today's law to deal with the unjust cases of the previous dynasty. Why don't you 

communicate with tea Su in person? 

 

In fact, the frontier government is happy to see such a situation. As for the bluebird government, it is a 

city with independent accounting at the sub provincial level. Isn't it humiliating for people to contact a 

hospital? 

 

So, in addition to calling old man Lu, they really have nothing to do with Zhang Fan. This thing is not a 

prisoner. You can come thousands of miles to arrest it. 

 

Pediatrics, in the past, it was just called the boss in the title of tea element area, but is there any other 

powerful hospital in tea element area now? Therefore, the level also deals with general medical 

treatment. 

 

Well, now, old man Jiang is hooked on tea. Moreover, old man Jiang has informed his team that those 

who are willing to come can come, and those who are unwilling to come can not come. 

 

This NIMA, the soul of a team has run away. Even if others don't come, they can't. Of course, tea 

vegetable does well in this regard. As long as they come, they will pay for their homes. There are 

kindergartens and tea vegetable hospital's own kindergartens, although they are not as famous as red 

and black and white. 

 

But take a look at the recipes of the kindergarten of the tea element hospital. NIMA is prescribed by a 

professional clinical child nutritionist. Look at the teachers. Dr. NIMA has a free small class system. There 

are about ten dolls in a class. 

 

Really, this is also in the tea element. If you don't have more than 100000 a month in the capital, can 

you enter such a kindergarten? Of course, here, it is free, all the tea element hospital subsidies. 

 

In terms of orthopedics, tea has been good, especially with shuitanzi. After research and development 

with special orthopedics, the level of orthopedics has been significantly improved. Of course, there are 

only a few improvements. 

 

This time, although Lao Liao said he was borrowing, he didn't imagine that Zhang Fan and Ouyang's Lord 

Liu would not return Jingzhou's virtue if they cried. It would be difficult for him to get away in the future. 



 

The operating room of the bone Institute of the tea vegetable hospital was distributed to the operating 

room and Laboratory of the tea vegetable hospital and directly to the old man. Dome type open 

operating room, 7T MRI can be used if you want. There are almost a dozen sets of laboratory level 

microscopic glasses in an operating room. 

 

The old man couldn't remember leaving the laboratory and operating room. 

 

With a cry, he called his team tea. 

 

A group of distraught doctors got on the plane from the bustling capital. 

 

When NIMA left, she felt like she was going out of Yangguan in the west without a friend. It really 

seemed like she was exiled for three thousand miles. 

 

When the plane landed at the tea vegetable airport, it felt like the airport was located in the southern 

botanical garden. The smell of trees, flowers and plants was distributed in the humid air, which made a 

group of bald men who were used to eating sand put a snack in their hearts. 

 

They felt that the northwest NIMA was either desert or Gobi. Unexpectedly, they had a feeling of 

coming to the south. 

 

Then I went to the hospital. Darling, is this NIMA the top three in the area? There are almost three or 

four Shuimu clinical departments with bird cages in this area. 

 

This building is one by one, a luxury NIMA puwai building, an orthopedic building, a pediatrics building, a 

gynecological building and a medical building! Look at the signboard at the gate of tea vegetable 

hospital. The signboard at the south central gate of NIMA is not as much as yours. 

 

When I entered the hospital, I saw more advanced laboratories and scientific research conditions and 

equipment than Shuimu. A group of people were relieved at last. Look at the living area, from 

kindergarten to canteen. 

 

Darling, there were several doctors in NIMA at that time who thought that it would be a good feeling if 

they would live here all the time in the future. 

 

After these people entered the tea vegetable hospital, Zhang Fan sent Lao Chen to run errands with 

Tiantian people in the logistics and general affairs office. Lao Jiang and Lao Liao were embarrassed. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, don't be so polite. We just borrow it. We're really sorry that you made it." 

 

"It's all right, it's all right. You haven't left the capital. You always think that the people in the capital love 

scientists. In fact, we love scientists more in the frontier, that is, we stop them. Otherwise, someone will 

give you food and drink every day." 



 

People have arrived at tea vegetable. Zhang Fan opens his mouth and talks nonsense. His only request 

now is to make this group of scientists dependent on the tea plant hospital. 

 

Once something happens, they don't need to use their brains. A word appears in their subconscious 

mind, tea vegetable hospital. That's enough. As long as you have this, you want to run? There are no 

doors. 

 

This is as like as two peas. 

 

Let's not say lick or not. Zhang Fan has a classmate. It's true. It's definitely not handsome. It's not tall. 

My family is from the countryside. But when people pursued school flowers, the first thing was to deal 

with all the big and small things of school flowers. 

 

What's the matter with the school flower? I don't think of my parents. The first thing I think of is Zhang 

Fan's classmates. When everyone was not optimistic, they married five years after graduation. 

 

Now the tea vegetable hospital is actually similar to Zhang Fan. Otherwise, what do you use to keep 

others? You can't say I'm old! 

 

"That's not good. You've turned us into five body lazy waste." Lao Liao said with a smile. 

 

"Don't feel sorry. It's all right." Zhang Fan said solemnly. 

 

"You're young, young boy. There are many thieves in your heart." old Jiang said impolitely. 

 

"Hey, you're right. You're not old and responsible. If you're really sorry, can you do me a favor?" 

 

Zhang Fan said with a smile. 

 

"You see, I know that there is no free banquet in the world. Say something." Lao Liao said with a smile. 

He also knew that it must be a small thing. Zhang Fan would not make demands regardless of his 

identity. 

 

For example, come and take office with tea. 

 

"Well, after a while, isn't it the Chinese medical competition? Of course, it's all the rest of your play. I 

think the frontier has never achieved good results. It would be great if you had time to give advice in 

your spare time. 

 

Of course, this doesn't mean that we arrange people to solve your worries. It's our responsibility and 

honor to serve you... " 

 

"All right, all right, I'm in charge of Pediatrics." Lao Jiang asked Zhang Fan to say that he was upset. 



 

"OK, I'm OK in orthopedics and first aid!" Lao Liao's head was also cannibal, his mouth was short, smiled 

and nodded. 

 

Then there are old man Lu, old man Jiang in pediatrics, old Liao tou in orthopedic emergency, and Li 

Cunhou in medical records. 

 

Although the number of teachers in NIMA is small, it's frightening to say. NIMA asked academicians to 

train inpatients. Obediently, not to mention all China, there is no such treatment in the world. 

 

"That's not enough. After everyone is used to working for tea vegetarians, get ready and I'll recruit 

students!" 

 

Lao Chen was stunned to hear Zhang Fan say so. 

 

"Dean, the old Longtou has spoken. Don't you give up!" 

 

"What do you know? I call it boiled frog in warm water. The old man said we can't get a university at 

present, but he didn't say he wouldn't let me get a training class. 

 

Besides, I have a hospital to set up a training class, which can't even be managed by the Health Bureau. 

He manages everything every day. How can he manage me? All right, you have a number in mind, such 

as funds, accommodation and classrooms, which are prepared in advance. " 

Chapter 1414 

 

 

Lao Chen is busy recently. He is late and leaves early every day. People who don't know think Lao Chen 

escapes from work in advance and then goes to the game hall to play games! 

 

Of course, as long as Zhang Fan and Ren Li don't care about others in the hospital, they are right. In fact, 

Lao Chen is busy exploring places and buying things for Zhang Fan these days. 

 

If the leader gives a formal explanation, if you procrastinate a little, the leader will be dissatisfied. But if 

you explain in private and you procrastinate, NIMA is not dissatisfied. 

 

For Zhang Fan's account, Lao Chen spent a lot of time. 

 

 

First of all, the place can't be too big. First, there are no teachers. Instead, a training class becomes a 

training school. It's a little too much. It's estimated that Zhang Fan wants to get the school up, but after 

all, the big leader spoke. 



 

 

So, what Zhang Fan is doing now is, I'll rub it. It's a puppy. Not only bend down to accumulate strength, 

but also paralyze the vigilance of leaders step by step. 

 

 

But it can't be too small. It's too small. Zhang Fan doesn't like it. So Lao Chen took aim at an auditorium 

long ago in the hospital. 

 

 

This auditorium is a product of a special era. Its appearance imitates the appearance of the general 

assembly hall, although it is many times smaller. But there is a faded pentagonal Red Star hanging at the 

head of the door. From a distance, it really feels like a small hall. 

 

 

When the hall was built, it was higher than the height of the cinema. There was an echo when people 

spoke and shouted in it. I guess it's also to make it easier when criticizing people. Later, the hospital did 

not know why it was not dismantled. 

 

It has been used as all kinds of obsolete equipment. Just right, Lao Chen thinks this place is good. As 

soon as the waste equipment is sold, the decoration fee comes out. 

 

 

In the past, the management of the state assets of the state unit was chaotic. Since the trend of layoffs 

passed, the superior leaders also felt the kind of flesh pain of the old maozi in those years. Therefore, 

the sale of state assets was quite strict. 

 

The hospital is estimated to be lazy to deal with it, so the waste equipment is put together and not sold, 

but it must be registered. 

 

 

No one has the idea of this thing, because if you are not careful, you will make mistakes. 

 

However, this time Zhang Fan and Ren Li both signed. Lao Chen worked and sold them. Don't worry. The 

scrap iron is still very valuable. It's sold by many people. 

 

Then there is decoration. You can have red bricks and green tiles outside, and you must be tall inside. 

Otherwise, Zhang Fan must not be happy. Lao Chen's pulse is quite accurate. He knows very well 

whether it's pulse or diarrhea. 

 

Although the old buildings look shabby, they were all made of real materials. When they were cleaned 

up, they suddenly had a very special feeling. In Ouyang's words, the leader's office should be solemn 



rather than solemn. 

 

That's the feeling in this auditorium. 

 

According to the University's ladder classroom, Lao Chen got all kinds of ladder desks and chairs. Put a 

big screen. It's said that the owners of theasu cinema envy Lao Chen's set of equipment. 

 

Moreover, since the teacher Zhang Fan booked several academicians, flattery should be loud. Lao Chen 

specially made some academicians hang on the wall for decoration. Don't look at the rag pleated faces 

of several old men now. 

 

But when I was young, I was still a handsome boy. 

 

Zhang Fan has been asking for instructions to come and have a look, but Zhang Fan is busy flattering 

several academicians recently. It can be said that under the deliberate solicitation from top to bottom of 

the tea vegetable hospital, several old men were nervous and lively. 

 

First of all, there are many surgical patients. There is no need for tea vegetable hospital to publicize this. 

In three days, word of mouth said that several academicians of the tea vegetable hospital came from 

where and what they did. The tea vegetable people were very clear. 

 

Second, let the old men neither leave the people nor delay the old man's high-end work. Outpatient 

service, tea vegetable hospital, other doctors' outpatient service numbers are almost unlimited. There 

are 200 numbers a day, and the old men only have 20 numbers in the morning. 

 

In fact, it is mainly applied by other doctors. For example, when doctors encounter difficult patients, 

they apply for consultation with several academicians, which saves time and effort. Otherwise, the 

people are too enthusiastic. If a child has a fever, he can hang the expert number of old man Jiang. 

 

This is a slight waste of resources. 

 

Because of the gold lettered signboard, the tea vegetable hospital has siphoned to the whole northwest. 

The furthest provinces even have rougamo come to the border to see academicians. No matter how far 

away it is, NIMA's family will go to the capital. 

 

For a time, the whole city seemed to be running around the tea hospital. 

 

There are many people. First of all, the business of hotels, canteens and restaurants is good. There are 

also bus rentals. Anyway, all aspects make the border city of tea vegetable suddenly return to the past, 

back to the past, back to the time when it was the capital. 

 

Don't underestimate tea. In the early years, the whole frontier general's house was set here. 

 

The leaders of the tea vegetable government are laughing secretly when they fall asleep. NIMA suddenly 



has more taxes for no reason, which has solved so many labor forces. Where can we find such a good 

thing. 

 

Of course, it's not easy to encounter such a good thing. The government doesn't want to do one 

hammer business. It vigorously rectifies the service industry. What rules do you have to buy at a touch? 

You don't sell at a knife. Today, you have to fight with you. 

 

Anyway, this opportunity has become an opportunity for the whole city. Sometimes, don't 

underestimate this change. 

 

People's eyes are bright. In the past, everyone envied the bird market. Seeing the relatives and friends 

from the bird market, there is an inexplicable envy in their eyes. 

 

But now it's different. When I'm foreign, I don't say I'm a frontier man, but I say I'm a tea vegetarian. 

 

Zhang Fan did not expect that the tea vegetable hospital could improve the people's sense of identity. 

 

Finally decorated. Lao Chen entered Zhang Fan's office with a worried expression. 

 

"OK, don't pretend!" Zhang Fan personally made a cup of tea for Lao Chen. Lao Chen knows Zhang Fan. 

Zhang Fan also knows Lao Chen. Even if he doesn't, Lao Chen will pretend that Zhang Fan knows very 

well. 

 

Superiors and subordinates, especially the service-oriented superiors and subordinates, the truth is too 

metaphysical. Many times, it can not be described in words or words. It is often the same as the old 

monk preaching scriptures. NIMA can only rely on her own understanding. 

 

Lao Chen hurriedly took over Zhang Fan's thermos and looked frightened. "Dean, you know me. This 

decoration costs a lot of money. It doesn't matter whether it's money or not. I'm afraid it doesn't agree 

with you." 

 

"I'm really busy. Several experts and their team have just come to tea vegetarians, and they still have all 

kinds of discomfort in their hearts. I haven't even gone to the operating room recently, so I'm busy 

putting out the fire. Now I don't solve their discomfort, and the more I procrastinate, the more trouble I 

get. 

 

Fortunately, we still have strength. At present, we are not so reluctant. You chose a good place. When I 

passed by, I thought it was a pity that the building was demolished. It's useless not to demolish it. 

 

It works now, too. How much did it cost? " 

 

Although the current income of tea vegetable hospital is 50.6 billion a year, Zhang Fan is still a small 

citizen. 

 



Many people say that this habit can only be changed with the efforts of three or four generations. This is 

slightly biased, but it also has a certain truth. 

 

"The waste equipment has been sold. These are the waste equipment accumulated for decades, as well 

as some income from the third industry. This decoration cost more than 3 million." 

 

Old Chen looked down at Zhang Fan. 

 

When talking about more than three million yuan, Zhang Fan's eyelids jumped uncontrollably. This is a 

habit of Zhang Fan. Lao Chen found through observation that whenever Zhang Fan felt a loss, it was like 

this. 

 

"Let's go and see if it's OK. Just take a moment!" Lao Chen said again quickly. 

 

"OK, go and have a look." 

 

When Zhang Fan went out, Wang Hong appeared around Zhang Fan and Lao Chen for the first time. 

 

"Hello, Chen Yuan!" Wang Hong said hello with a smile. 

 

In fact, Lao Chen's work overlaps with Wang Hong's, just like the Secretary General and the Secretary 

General. 

 

But Wang Hong doesn't directly belong to Lao Chen, so every time Lao Chen comes, Wang Hong's eyes 

shine like a mouse meets rice, and she doesn't relax at all. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, there will be a meeting later. It is the team of academician Shuimu Liao of special 

orthopedics, as well as a meeting between shuitanzi experts and our tea element orthopedics to 

determine the next stage of spine..." 

 

"Let Zhao Yanfang go, we can't cross the head of scientific research of tea vegetable hospital!" Zhang 

Fan said and was about to leave. Wang hongchuai put on her notebook and followed Zhang Fan. 

 

Zhang Fan didn't say anything. 

 

Along the way, Zhang Fan couldn't talk to Lao Chen. Wang Hong nimabi, the president of a listed 

company, was busy, one phone call at a time, one phone call at a time. Zhang Fan is also embarrassed to 

say that Wang Hong, Wang Hong's family answered the phone about Zhang Fan. 

 

For example, there is a meeting in the bird market that wants Zhang Fan to go. Wang Hong has to make 

up nonsense that Zhang fan can't get away. 

 

The directors of various departments in the hospital have trivial things. Now Zhang Fan shows up in 

front of Zhang Fan, and Wang Hong should choose as appropriate. 



 

To tell the truth, if Zhang Fan were allowed to do these things himself, it is estimated that he would 

have left the stall early, but Wang Hong's work is quite comfortable. He is not only tired but also 

annoying. It seems to be a kind of enjoyment. 

 

This NIMA is really different from others. 

 

In the past, the hospital was small, and the hall seemed to be in the center of the hospital. Now the 

hospital is many times larger, and the former center has become a corner of the hospital. 

 

In the tall cypress forest and under the green trees, there is a feeling of winding paths. I really have this 

feeling. Many little nurses, especially those living in the hospital, like to come here when they are in 

love. 

 

It's safe and no one. The security of the hospital is now estimated to be better than that of the tea 

government. 

 

Lao Chen chose here, which is expected to make many male compatriots scold. NIMA, don't you know 

how expensive the tea vegetarian hotel is now! 

 

"Lawn, trees haven't been trimmed yet." Lao Chen looked at the lush trees on the roadside and felt a 

little regretful. NIMA paid attention to the hall and didn't pay attention to these details. 

 

"It's all right. There's a feeling of a college. A college with a little history. Whose trees are not so big. It 

seems that God has decided that we have the fate to run a college." 

 

Zhang Fan said disapprovingly. 

 

The exterior walls of the hall have been cleaned up and painted. In the past, the hall was bright red, 

which was not exaggerated at all. It was the most popular color in those years. 

 

But now get a big red, the atmosphere is a little inconsistent. Lao Chen became sky blue. 

 

From the outside, it is really like the castle of the Smurfs in the forest, which has a feeling of Western 

Fantasy. 

 

When you enter the hall, modernization comes to your face. Pure white decoration, all kinds of 

expensive instruments at a glance. 

 

Even the microphone is more advanced than the tea meeting room. The matte microphone body is 

vaguely placed on the podium table, which is a feeling of college. 

 

As soon as Zhang Fan saw it, he knew that the money was not spent in vain. Try to sit in the seat and feel 

the distance. 



 

"Put a microphone next to each seat. Our class is an advanced training class, so there should be 

interaction." 

 

While walking, Zhang Fan put forward his opinions. 

 

Lao Chen and Wang Hong recorded at the same time. When Lao Chen was recording, he glanced at 

Wang Hong, which meant that NIMA was none of your business. You recorded Mao. 

 

Wang Hong smiled, as if to say that my mother will be from the acceptance group at that time. 

 

Zhang Fan generally never intervenes in this competition among his subordinates. 

 

"Chen Yuan, not bad!" Zhang Fan said relaxed as he sat on the chair and looked at the podium. 

 

Lao Chen heard it. Zhang Fan is really satisfied. When Zhang Fan is happy, he will call Lao Chen 

Chenyuan, and when he is unhappy and angry, he will also call Chenyuan. But he can share it. Zhang Fan 

is happy today. 

 

I'm glad. If I'm generally happy, Zhang Fan will call him Lao Chen. 

 

"Also," said Zhang Fan, sitting under the podium as if he had suddenly found something wrong, and 

immediately stood up. 

 

"What's the matter?" Lao Chen was a little nervous. 

 

"We all forgot that those who came to class were elderly people. There was no rest room here. Now we 

should rectify it quickly and isolate a rest room next to the hall. It should be high-end and atmospheric. 

 

Pure wool five centimeter thick carpet, green gray sofa, monochrome tables and chairs, various 

facilities, coffee drinking machines, tea making equipment, bathroom and so on. Don't look at the old 

men. Old Jiang tou has a problem drinking coffee. 

 

He doesn't drink instant coffee, and he doesn't know how he got used to this problem in such a poor 

age! " 

 

"OK, it's easy to do. There's an equipment storage room here. I'll change it into a small lounge. The 

leader is the leader. I don't remember at all. The teachers are getting old. 

 

Hey, Dean, thank you for coming. You criticize me! " 

 

…… 

 

The classroom of the hospital has not been completed yet. The enrollment advertisement has been sent 



to major medical colleges in Northwest China. 

 

"NIMA, is this what people do?" 

 

This is a curse, and they all curse in the northwest. Yes, when the presidents of the top three hospitals in 

the northwest saw the enrollment advertisement of tea, they made a unified action and yelled at the 

northwest. 

 

In the border bird City, in the government, the big leaders listened to the Secretary's report. 

 

"The deans of the following hospitals, especially some third-class hospitals, were unhappy and reported 

to the health department." 

 

"No matter what, we should not know that others have developed. Now we can't beat others, so we 

want to pull the side frame? This side frame is so easy to pull? You should pay attention not to make 

some targeted remarks!" 

Chapter 1415 

 

 

If we say that the enrollment advertising of medical schools, in terms of efficiency, will actually affect a 

province. Unless it's a super hospital. 

 

Because the medical industry, especially the employment of medical students, is very narrow, where 

they are often trained, almost 80% or 90% of them stay in the local area. Want to go out of town unless 

you lower the selection criteria. 

 

Even super hospitals are not good. For example, if you go to the capital from Xihua, you may not be able 

to enter the top hospitals in the capital. If you come to Sanchuan, you may not be able to enter Xihua. 

However, the recruitment of tea vegetable hospital can really make the Chinese medical circle, 

especially this year's graduates and those who want to be tutors this year, feel like a divine beast. 

 

You can see from the advertisement of tea element: 

 

"Due to the expansion of the business scope of tea vegetable hospital, a group of fresh masters and 

doctoral students who can work hard and stand hard are needed to work in our hospital, including 

excellent undergraduates." 

 

At the beginning of this sentence, if it is turned into a leaflet, no one wants it. I'm afraid to wipe my ass 

black because of the mimeograph. 

 

 

But the latter words are envious, jealous and hateful: if you are employed by our hospital, you will have 



a year of off-duty pre job training, and the salary will be paid according to the average salary of tea 

element hospital (average monthly salary of doctoral students is 3W, monthly salary of postgraduates is 

1.5W, undergraduate 8q). There are no bonuses and other benefits. 

 

 

The training content is for general foreign students: led by academician Lu and Academician Wu, Dr. 

Zhang Fan, President of tea vegetable hospital, Professor Sanmu, director of general surgery of marukuo 

Jingdong University, and Professor Zhao, President of magic foreign-related hospital. A year of targeted 

training is conducted for general foreign subjects. 

 

 

Orthopedics: led by academician Shuimu Liao, Dr. Zhang Fan, President of chasu hospital, Professor 

Zhao, general director of shuitanzi orthopedics, and Professor John, teaching director of special 

orthopedic hospital, conducted one-year targeted training for orthopedics. 

 

 

Burn department: led by Academician Li Cunhou, the main inventor of allogeneic skin transplantation in 

burn department 

 

Pediatric surgery: led by academician Jiang Shuimu 

 

Those who have passed the training and passed the examination can apply for the doctorate and 

master's degree of the above academicians and professors. The local government is responsible for 

solving the problems of employment and children's schooling. 

 

In addition, tea vegetable hospital welcomes teams with scientific research projects to settle in, with 

sufficient funds and complete experimental sites and living facilities. For details, please call 136xxxxxxx, 

Ms. Wang, director (deputy section level) of the hospital office of tea vegetable hospital. 

 

 

Every time I see one, it gives the directors and even presidents of major hospitals in Northwest China a 

headache. 

 

"Shameless? Shameless! Zhang Fan, a tea vegetable, is shameless, and the local government is 

shameless!" 

 

Hospitals in several other areas in Northwest China, no matter how powerful, can not become local 

pillar industries or even leading enterprises. 

 

 

But catechin is different. When the catechin hospital used to be ordinary, the leaders in charge of the 

industry couldn't even get in the gastrointestinal team. Local people ridiculed that the industry and 



Commerce of tea vegetable is Nang. Although it is ridicule, it also shows that tea vegetable is really not a 

leading enterprise. 

 

But now it's different. Just look at the current enterprises in the high-tech zone relying on the tea 

element hospital. 

 

 

Major pharmaceutical enterprises, or world-class pharmaceutical enterprises, have built factories and 

branches in the local area because of the tea element hospital. 

 

Now the tea vegetable hospital wants the local government to solve the problem of several family 

members going to work. What a big thing. As long as the tea vegetable hospital has nothing else to do, it 

will ask for debt. 

 

When the advertisement was issued, almost all the top three hospitals in Northwest China were scolding 

Zhang Fan for being a nouveau riche and shameless. 

 

However, the rare hospitals affiliated to Zhang Fan's alma mater in Jincheng were quiet, and the 

students and doctors discussed the hottest news in the local area. 

 

"Have you heard that in the year of the earthquake, the school sent a group of students to more remote 

places. Now it's terrible. Senior brother Zhang's main students have mixed up. Look, now senior brother 

has sent an invitation. Why don't we go? It's far away, but the boss is our senior brother!" 

 

Schools and affiliated hospitals are like not seeing them. In fact, they don't know what to say. Scold 

Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan graduated from this school and publicize Zhang Fan. But NIMA's family is not here. 

 

Therefore, the school and hospital were embarrassed to death. 

 

Many students who stayed in school knew that Zhang Fan's classmates looked at the leaflet in their 

hands and thought, NIMA traffickers are shaking now. Hey, if I had gone, I would have been an 

academician candidate now. You see, the traffickers are still a doctor and don't get a teaching or 

anything! It is estimated that it is still not good to study! 

 

The most vicious scold is not the bird market, because the bird market has been bullied like the Hua 

hospital next to the tea vegetable hospital. 

 

They also know that it's no use scolding this thing or complaining to their superiors. They can only watch 

each other take off their pants and fart in front of them, just as nimavas exploded. 

 

The most abusive are the surrounding provinces, such as Mongolia, Tibet and the palm sized Hetao 

province. 

 

These provinces can't keep people. In previous years, they just pulled their own medical school students 



to stay in school, but this year is good. It seems that they are about to start a new school, but none of 

the first 50 students didn't come to the hospital to apply for internship. 

 

In previous years, these people were settled in the province, but today, an advertisement came and 

NIMA's top students ran away. 

 

As for the Frontier Province, it is even more excessive. No matter who studies well or poorly, they all run 

towards tea. 

 

Those who study well feel that they will be sure to go this time. Those who study poorly feel that they 

may be lucky to go to tea vegetable this time. Academicians think he is rich. One accidentally left him as 

a student! 

 

For a time, tea became a university city, full of young people carrying backpacks and luggage. 

 

At the door of the tea vegetable hospital, a long line has been formed. Wu Yangyang, girls and boys, 

holding their resumes, transcripts and experimental reports they had participated in in in the past, lined 

up from the hospital administration building to the main road outside the hospital. 

 

Even the tea vegetable Traffic Police Brigade sent several traffic police to direct the traffic. If it weren't 

for the tea vegetable hospital, people would want to close the road directly. 

 

Although the autumn of tea vegetable is no longer hot in summer, the sun is still very hot at noon. 

 

Lao Chen didn't need Zhang Fan's orders. He took the people from the hospital canteen and directly 

asked the tea vegetarian canteen to put their homemade soda and piles of orange soda at the door of 

the hospital. Whoever drank it took it, as long as it wasn't wasted. 

 

In the past two years, the canteen of tea vegetable hospital has made money. In addition to the clinic, it 

is estimated that the dean of food is in charge of the canteen. 

 

The food really can't be better. What to eat in season. No, it's autumn. It's crisp in autumn. It's time to 

eat crabs. Zhang Fan directly contacted the local farmers through the president of the third class 

hospital in Dahu. 

 

Crabs are sent directly to the tea vegetable hospital by air, but there are many bachelors, young and old. 

The hospital canteen sells crabs at noon every day, one ticket for each person and one ticket for two 

crabs. 

 

When Zhang Fan went to the south, when the elder martial brother of the West Lake entertained him, 

Zhang Fan ate a few and kept them in mind. 

 

But now the great lake crab is not famous. It doesn't look like future generations. This kind of big crab 

NIMA has become a luxury. 



 

People who like to eat a mouthful of oil. People who don't like to eat dislike what this thing has to eat. 

They can't eat a mouthful of meat for a long time. 

 

But ten years later, when they retire or see others show off, they will say, what's the matter? In those 

days, we ate in the canteen every day and didn't like to eat. 

 

If the Dean pays close attention, the canteen makes money. In the past, the canteen subsidy was 600 

yuan a month. Many doctors and nurses took rice noodles without eating. The government's rule is that 

it should not exceed $600. 

 

But Zhang Fan turned his head. He said that doctors and nurses would miss meals during surgery and 

should be subsidized. Many doctors and nurses have occupational diseases and have a bad stomach, so 

they need subsidies. A person receives a subsidy of 1500 a month. Anyway, the hospital has money and 

will not pay in the mouth of doctors and nurses. Of course, the most important thing is that the dean is 

food. 

 

The only requirement is that cooking must be better. 

 

The canteen of the tea vegetable hospital has become the most concentrated place for tea vegetable 

food. 

 

Moreover, several bosses, together with clinical nutritionists, directly got an orange physiological soda. 

Nima not only works as a welfare hair in the hospital, but also sells it on the street. It is called the 

beverage designated by the tea vegetable hospital. Leng is that the traditional tea vegetable drinks 

GWAS and happy water have no market. 

 

So when old Chen Yi said that the hospital canteen directly took out orange soda, it was called to give 

benefits to future tea doctors in advance. 

 

Looking at the name of tea vegetable hospital on the soda, the young people in line didn't know what to 

say. 

 

Nima, this hospital is awesome. 

 

Looking at the vast group of people, Zhang Fan had an unstoppable joy. 

 

"Say I have no condition to get school, say I can't meet the conditions of tea vegetable Education..." 

Zhang Fan whispered. 

 

…… 

 

"What the hell is this boy of your family doing? He really doesn't want to build a school. It's not enough 

to tear down some of our old guys into parts!" 



 

Drinking tea from the opposite five-star hotel in France, I asked old man Lu while drinking old Jiang's 

head. 

 

"Why can't my students get a school? In terms of achievements, which one you have taught in your life 

is as powerful as my little apprentice. You can be regarded as the top three in a region now. 

 

It's only a few years. How old is he? " 

 

Old man Lu is typical. He can say that he also thinks that Zhang Fannong is unreliable. NIMA doesn't 

have such a thing. After that, he came from senior school first, and others run schools from grade one to 

grade six. 

 

It's good for you. He didn't know how Zhang Fan operated since he graduated from his master's or 

doctor's degree. 

 

But others can't say, who says he and who are worried. 

 

No, the two old men arranged an open class today. All inpatients and relevant attending doctors must 

study. 

 

Before class time, the two old men were sitting on the same sofa as the big leader in Zhang Fannong's 

lounge, drinking coffee that tea is hard to buy, and carrying the bar for a while. 

 

Their generation is very strange. They wear suits and ties and have a clear understanding of western 

humanistic etiquette. Put down your chopsticks and you can eat Western food. Lift your cup and you 

can drink coffee. 

 

But it is also their generation who have different feelings for China. 

 

Zhang Fan sometimes thinks secretly. It is estimated that when these goods were young, they suffered 

many crimes abroad. 

 

The first academician open class of tea element should not be. The academician training class should 

begin. 

 

The first choice is Lao Jiang tou, academician of Pediatrics. Based on his years of experience, he began to 

explain clinical mistakes. 

 

Because there are doctors with certain experience here. Of course, the students at the door have not 

been selected yet. Now they are in-service doctors and nurses of catechin. 

 

Therefore, talking about mistakes is more useful than talking about some of the most cutting-edge 

technologies. 



Chapter 1416 

 

 

The content of the first class was put on the official website of tea vegetable by Wang Hong. To say that 

this woman doesn't do sales, zhennima wastes talents. 

 

She edited the most wonderful paragraph of the two academicians, and then edited the following 

paragraph in which the doctor opened his eyes and studied hard. Then a song dedicated to tea element 

by music masters in those years was added, especially when singing the rising and setting sun on the 

grassland, there was an exciting feeling. 

 

At one time, more than thousands of people logged on the official website of tea. Especially on the 

message board, it was hot directly, especially when asking about the specific situation. Wang Hong's 

excited face turned red. Just like the Empress Dowager ordering a beautiful man, she answered with a 

nice name. 

 

 

To tell you the truth, there were no dozens of people on the official website of tea vegetable in the past 

year. Now there are so many people in one day, and they are all doctors, which is terrible. Even if lilac 

doesn't have so many professional doctors to visit all day. 

 

 

Of course, others are also happy. Ouyang is probably the happiest. Zhang Fan is also happy, but Zhang 

Fan's current goal has not been achieved, so he has a little meaning in his heart. 

 

 

In his office, Ouyang stood by the windowsill and secretly looked down at groups of young doctors. The 

corners of his mouth turned into crescent moons. 

 

Zhang Fan's meaning hasn't started yet. Lao Chen hurriedly ran into Zhang Fan's office. 

 

 

"The general office of bird city sent a letter asking you to have a meeting with Secretary Ren and 

President Li Cunhou! I inquired about it. It is said that the leaders of other provinces have informed the 

central government, and the central government asked the bird city government to coordinate." 

 

 

Looking at the sweating old Chen, Zhang Fan wondered. I just took in a few students. NIMA was too 

stingy, so he told the central government. 

 



Zhang Fan scolded in his heart and packed his things. The leader didn't call in person. It seems that this 

matter is going to be business. However, the above notice asked the three of them to go, and Zhang fan 

used his brain. 

 

 

When president Ren went there, she pretended to be pitiful. She made her look like the ice queen with 

a cold face and let her play hot. She couldn't say anything again and again. 

 

As for Li Cunhou, this guy can't count on it. If others say something nice and soft, he can't open his 

mouth. 

 

 

We must resist this time, or if we want to do something in the future, the superior can die on the ground 

directly. 

 

Sometimes when he doesn't make a fuss, he still thinks you're bullying, "please come to the European 

Academy!" 

 

With that, Zhang Fan cleaned up the scientific research project plan to be carried out by the hospital 

recently, which was shown to the leaders. 

 

It's a killer mace. 

 

In fact, Zhang Fan thinks things simple. To tell the truth, let alone Zhang Fan's recruitment of several 

students, even if he brings all the graduated students together, several provinces around the family will 

not come to the door. 

 

This thing is humiliating. I still go to others to argue. I can't be a leader if I say it. 

 

But because Zhang Fan's moves this time are too big. It's really too big. NIMA is an academician of the 

four surgical systems, not to mention the northwest, even if several surgeons across the country can 

catch it. 

 

In particular, academicians of pediatric surgery, to be honest, China's medical development is very fast. 

This industry can be compared with China's power transportation, which is no exaggeration. But NIMA is 

that pediatrics is developing very slowly. 

 

Even in the end, the country had to start a new stove and set up a maternal and child health hospital. It 

is known to those who are estimated to be older. In the past, the maternal and child health hospital had 

little popularity in the local area. 

 

But in recent years, with the strong support of the state, the scale of maternal and child hospitals has 

become larger and larger. 



 

But doctors are still difficult to train. 

 

When Zhang Fan issued this notice, first of all, the pediatrics Zhenggao and Deputy High School of 

several pediatric hospitals in Xihai province bought a ticket to fly tea at the same time. 

 

Then, the attending doctors of Zhenggao and Deputy Gao of pediatric surgery in Jiangsu Province and 

Mongolia Province, who had little chance to be the director, almost NIMA collectively asked for leave to 

tea, and resigned without asking for leave. 

 

Originally, some people didn't want to come, but looking at one of their colleagues, they are eager to 

become academician disciples. This time, everyone quit. If you can't do it, don't say it first. If you don't 

go, you won't even have the qualification. 

 

Then everyone went to ask for leave. 

 

This has become a big problem. The pediatric surgery, which was originally a small and transparent 

department in the maternal and child systems of the three provinces, has become the focus of 

contradiction. 

 

It can be said that except that the Department Director insisted on being on duty, almost all the other 

doctors applied for annual leave, and the younger ones directly reported their resignation. 

 

There is only one director left in a department, especially in a third-class hospital. If it doesn't matter, it's 

going to close. 

 

The Department reports to the hospital, and the hospital reports to the Health Bureau. When the health 

bureau looks at it, its level is not as high as that of others. Even if you say hello, across the province, you 

don't know. You can't do anything. 

 

So report directly to the province. 

 

At first, everyone didn't take it seriously. So we let the advertisements of tea vegetable hospital fly 

around. 

 

Unexpectedly, it became a burning point. The resident doctor felt young and went to the tea plant to 

follow the academician and choose more in the future. 

 

The attending doctor felt that his skills had reached the bottleneck. If he didn't work hard, he would lose 

his position as director. 

 

The deputy high school feels that he can still work hard and stand up to the position of director. 

Otherwise, he will become a salted fish in a few years. 

 



And Zhenggao, who didn't become the director, was already full of fire. Why can't I be the director. 

Now, there's a chance. If I can follow the academician for a period of time, at least change a hospital, my 

qualifications are also quite cow. 

 

This time, the pediatric surgery in the surrounding provinces will be closed. Ordinary foreigners are a 

little better. They all apply for tea from the vice senior level, because the profession of ordinary 

foreigners is based below the vice senior level. 

 

Orthopaedics is more stable, because relatively speaking, the income of orthopaedic doctors is almost 

the same, and it is not popular for orthopaedic doctors to change jobs to other hospitals. Everyone 

knows that this department makes money, so it is difficult to change jobs, so everyone is very stable. 

 

This is tantamount to causing trouble. The triple a surgery in three provinces will be closed. This NIMA is 

an administrative accident. 

 

Zhongnan, "Er! What does he want to do!" the general manager is big. NIMA has become 

unprecedented, and there are no comers. A frontier hospital issued a notice, which even closed the top 

three departments in the surrounding three provinces. 

 

"People with ability are like this, leaders. I think it's better to let him have a try! After all, our future is in 

the West." 

 

The general manager thought about it and did not agree or disagree, but asked the Secretary General of 

the general office to send an office letter to the frontier and let them solve it by themselves. 

 

Frontier, bird market. 

 

The leader is also big. The leader in charge of health complained, "this NIMA has become my leader and 

can command my work." 

 

These days, he is really bored to death. Several provinces around him question the ruling ability of 

Frontier leaders. 

 

Although the big leader has a serious face, everyone can see the slightly trembling eyebrows. This guy 

wants to laugh. 

 

"Don't contact Zhang Fan directly first, or it will be even harder to handle him. Inform the tea vegetable 

hospital and ask the main leaders to come to the bird market for a meeting. Let them solve the 

problems they have made by themselves. 

 

Of course, although they have caused trouble, it is our frontier hospital after all. We must protect it to a 

certain extent and can't crack down on the comrades' work enthusiasm. For example, in selecting 

talents, although more is better, we can't ignore brother provinces. Can we choose the best? " 

 



The leader in charge of health smiled and said to the big leader, "although the Zhang Hospital of tea 

vegetable is a little inconvenient, you are still very powerful in terms of ability. Leader, have a look 

recently. 

 

The veteran cadre management office called to report that it wanted to put the recuperation base in the 

tea vegetable hospital. You said... " 

 

"It's not impossible, but the charge of tea vegetable hospital is really expensive. People's sanatorium is a 

branch hospital, which is hung in the International Department, not according to the domestic charging 

standard! Go by grade. You go down and divide the level according to the level!" 

 

Think of the cost of tea element recuperation, the frontier boss wants meat pain. 

 

At the airport, Zhang Fan took people on the plane. Zhang Fan and they also know that things have 

become big. 

 

"European Academy, we must clench our teeth this time! This time it will be a node to what extent we 

can develop in the future." 

 

When they got on the plane, Zhang Fan kept shaking Ouyang's car to refuel. 

 

"Well, I know! I don't believe it. It's unreasonable to be a leader." 

 

Ren Li bit her lips, "that's right. When we get to the venue, we all listen to the European Academy!" 

 

Zhang Fan smiled bitterly and gave president Ren an encouraging look. He knows that Ren always tells 

the truth! 

 

Li Cunhou hasn't responded yet, "will this make the leaders think we are too..." 

 

"All right, you don't understand. A crying child can eat enough. Do you understand? There's only one 

white steamed bread. If you don't cry, you'll never eat!" Zhang Fan interrupted Li Cunhou. 

 

The plane landed. 

 

Several directors of hepatobiliary surgery of the central hospital came to pick up Zhang Fan in person. 

 

Although the relationship between the major hospitals in niaoshi and the tea vegetable hospital is not 

very good, the directors of the Department of general foreign studies have great respect for Zhang Fan. 

 

Without even going to the hotel, Zhang Fan and Ouyang stormed into the border government. 

 

As soon as he entered the door, before the leader in charge of health spoke, Ouyang threw the 

application report on the cost of tea vegetable overseas training in recent years to the leader in charge 



of health. 

 

"Didn't you contact yourself, didn't you say it was free?" the leader in charge of health looked at the 

figures in the report, and the air conditioner couldn't stop sucking. 

 

"People have gone back on their word. They don't talk about morality and morality. Now they have to 

charge!" Ouyang turned his triangular eyes and talked seriously nonsense. 

 

"Hehe, Zhang Yuan, I know you are unhappy, but we also need to talk about great unity and morality, 

don't we?" 

 

well! Zhang Fan is not happy to hear it. Mother, when I talk about morality and morality, you tell me the 

law. Now I talk about the law, you tell me unity. 

 

Zhang Fangang was about to speak. The leader in charge of Health said with a bitter smile, "Zhang Yuan, 

don't show me your teeth. Let's go to the leader." 

 

"Just go!" 

 

…… 

 

"Don't embarrass me first. I'll tell you something. It's a big deal!" when the border boss saw Zhang Fan 

and them enter the door, he had to frighten them first. 

 

Otherwise, one Zhang Fan and one Ouyang will be difficult to deal with. 

Chapter 1417 

 

 

"It's big?" Zhang Fan didn't realize how big it was. He felt that NIMA's leader bluffed first when he met 

like his childhood teacher. 

 

"Hey! Don't believe it, wait." to tell you the truth, the big leaders of a province are stuck in time. What 

they want to do today was almost booked a week ago. When they entered the office, the Secretary 

pointed to the Seiko watch on Zhang Fan's wrist and said ten minutes. We must pay attention, just ten 

minutes. 

 

Zhang Fan didn't take it seriously. The Secretary of such a big leader took the table of marukuni. Zhang 

Fan decided to ignore him today. 

 

The leader turned around, took out the official letter from the Central South Office and handed it to 

Zhang Fan. As soon as Zhang Fan saw it, he was a little ahead and his brain was buzzing with melon 

seeds. 



 

 

Something really happened to NIMA. Pediatrics in three provinces are closing. After reading it, he 

handed it to Ouyang. After reading it, Ouyang's face was a little confused, but much better than Zhang 

Fanqiang. After Ouyang finished, Ren Li and Li Cunhou watched it together. 

 

 

When they saw it, their faces turned white. If the leader bluffs again, the two will surrender 

immediately. 

 

 

"Comrades, I know how strong your enthusiasm for the medical cause is. But you can't do anything 

blindly and recklessly. What to do now? The three provinces asked us to give an explanation in the 

frontier, and the superior leaders asked us to give an explanation. 

 

 

Now for you, you are the chief officer of the hospital, you say! " 

 

"I made the mistake. Zhang Yuan didn't know about it. I asked the following people to write the 

enrollment advertisement." 

 

Ouyang stood up directly. 

 

"No..." 

 

Zhang Fangang wanted to say no. as a result, Ren Li and Li Cunhou said one after another, "it has 

nothing to do with Zhang Yuan. It's our own opinion!" 

 

"This is even more serious. You have acted recklessly. Chief officer, I think there are problems in the 

team of tea vegetable hospital. There are big problems. Even if the team meeting is not passed, do you 

still have a little discipline and party spirit?" 

 

 

The leader drank a mouthful of water, and NIMA felt cool. 

 

After the upgrading of the tea vegetable hospital, he was serious enough to see what the grass-roots 

prick was. Three words were wrong, he slapped the table and made trouble. He opened his mouth for 

money and shut his mouth for equipment and talents. Even once Ouyang came to the bird market and 

depended on the leading office in charge of finance. If you don't give money, you won't go. The leader in 

charge of finance is about to cry. 

 

 



Moreover, several other top three hospitals bullied began to tremble when they saw the tea vegetable 

hospital. 

 

Now I finally have a chance. Don't knock at this time. Are you still waiting for the new year? 

 

 

"Leaders, we know we are wrong. You can criticize us or punish us. Now the key is not here, but the 

other three provinces. If the Department is closed and the children have problems, we will be really 

guilty." 

 

Zhang Fan motioned to the others. Now is not the time to avoid responsibility. 

 

"Well, it's OK. There's also a professional ethics of doctors and a cadre responsibility trained by the 

party. Sit down. Now you know you're afraid? Now you know how to solve the problem, I just want to 

ask, is the tea vegetable hospital still a hospital in the border areas? Is it still under my leadership?" 

 

Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang 

Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang 

Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang 

Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang 

Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang 

Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang 

Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang Bang. 

 

The leader said to the Secretary: you let Zou province go to the afternoon meeting, and all my 

arrangements were pushed off today! 

 

The Secretary replied, and then looked at Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan could definitely see that there was a 

sense of schadenfreude in the rabbit's eyes. 

 

It is estimated that big leaders rarely have the opportunity to criticize people so cool. The leaders ended 

their criticism after half an hour in a row. 

 

Zhang Fan thinks his mouth is dry, otherwise it is estimated that he can come for half an hour. Because 

the secretary was away, Zhang Fan took the time to bring a cup of boiled water to the leader, and the 

leader couldn't drink it! 

 

"If you report this plan to the government, we'll discuss it together and do it together. It's definitely 

much better than your fierce work." 

 

"Yes, yes, yes, otherwise, how can you be a leader. You are far sighted..." Zhang Fan has no choice. 

NIMA Ouyang is dissatisfied. Ren Li and Li Cunhou lower their heads like primary school students. 

 

As soon as Zhang Fan saw that it couldn't work. When did he end endlessly, so he began to cut in and 



flatter with a thick face. 

 

I haven't said anything nice for a long time. It was a little astringent at the beginning, but it slipped more 

and more. When it comes to the back, the leaders forgot the following words. 

 

"Now that things have come out and you have no rules, I'll give you an idea. You can't close the door. 

The other three provinces are not enemy countries, so you don't need to mobilize others to revolt. 

 

We should do well in training. This is a good thing for the country and the people. It is the welfare of the 

northwest people to have such good teachers in the northwest. We must seize this opportunity. 

 

However, how can this training be so rough? First of all, the number of people should be controlled. Do 

you want to buy and sell with one hammer or continue the training. " 

 

The leader is also selfish. It is not easy for the frontier to have such a powerful hospital and president. 

He not only wants to protect, but also control. This is the leader. 

 

As soon as Zhang Fan heard this, he hurriedly said, "of course it's a steady stream!" 

 

"Well, so, we should start in an orderly and planned way. Medical treatment is originally a high-end 

industry. You can have any good results regardless of fish and shrimp. The number of personnel should 

be controlled, but we must explain to you when the second training is and when the third training is. 

Let's sign up! 

 

Keep everyone's heart steady first. 

 

Second, students, graduates, you can have unlimited numbers. Even if they sue anywhere, it's useless, 

but you must be careful about on-the-job. If you really encounter good seedlings, you can dig one this 

quarter and another province next quarter. 

 

Don't you understand boiled frogs in warm water? 

 

Once this kind of training forms an orderly and long-term mechanism, have you ever thought about 

connecting all the top three hospitals in Northwest China indirectly. 

 

In less than five years, the Department Directors of each hospital have been trained by you. Even if they 

don't dig people in the future, will they think of you first when they need help? If you need scientific 

research, can it be very convenient for them to do chores for you. 

 

As long as you form this climate, do you still need your boss to dig people and the west to rob people? 

Do you still need to make you come to the bird market like bandits, and do other top three hospitals 

want to close their doors? 

 

My comrade brother, work needs enthusiasm, but more needs solutions. Don't you understand this, a 



brain with the first knife in the frontier? " 

 

The leader slowly told Zhang Fan as if he were telling a story. He told them that Zhang Fan was stupid. 

This is high. 

 

"Also, comrade Ouyang has paid so much for the medical treatment in the frontier. Why didn't I transfer 

Comrade Ouyang? I just think Comrade Ouyang has experienced a lot and is mature and prudent. He can 

help you get on the horse and take a ride. 

 

I didn't expect, hey... " 

 

More than two hours later, a group of people came out of the door. 

 

"Ouyuan, do you think it's OK to lead?" Zhang Fan looked at Ouyang's face and said nothing. 

 

Really, I beat birds every day. I didn't expect to be pecked by Eagles today. 

 

This time not only didn't get cheap, but also the tea vegetable hospital has become the designated 

convalescent unit of the government. In the past, the bird city government wanted to designate it. 

Zhang Fan didn't refuse, but the price opened by Zhang hurt the leaders of the bird city. 

 

Finally, today's leaders took this opportunity not to let Zhang Fan get cheap. When Zhang Fan went out, 

he had a moment in his mind. He felt that today's leaders did not come to ask them to deal with the 

problems of the three provinces, but to take advantage of opportunities. 

 

No one came in and scolded for half an hour, and then handed over the solution to the problem to 

them. This definitely figured out the solution early, and is tantamount to pointing out a way to Zhang 

Fan, a more convenient way. 

 

It's obviously waiting for Zhang Fan and them to jump into the pot. 

 

Once this training system is formed, for example, doctors in class III hospitals in big cities in China can't 

become directors without studying abroad in Jinmao country. 

 

As long as the doctors of the third class hospitals in the northwest do not come to tea for further study, 

they will not become directors. Zhang Fan is too clear about what he represents in the future. 

 

How did the bald man do it? Isn't that the same! Principal Zhang? Zhang Fan touched his head and 

thought it was still feasible. 

 

Ouyang slightly pondered for a while, looked around and found no one. He whispered, "what's clever? I 

understand as soon as he said it. Isn't it the way to be a school! 

 

I didn't think of it for a moment. If I think about it for a few more days, I can think of it! " 



 

As soon as Zhang Fan listened, he was relieved. The old lady had nothing in her heart. That's all right. As 

for the matter of people losing their mouth or not, Zhang Fan didn't listen. 

 

Several people didn't stay much in the bird market. When they got out of the leader's office, they asked 

the leader's secretary to arrange a car for them to take them directly to the airport. 

 

The family is still in a mess. I have to let you come to the bird market for a phone call. When Zhang Fan 

got on the plane, the more he thought about it, the more he felt that the leaders came to get a bargain 

today. 

 

…… 

 

Tea element, golden autumn tea element, red maple leaf, golden ginkgo. The sun scattered on the 

Boulevard, and the rustling leaves of the autumn wind. 

 

In the distance is the snow mountain, near is the leaves of various colors. The slightly cool air is mixed 

with various fruit aromas. With a gentle suction, there is a cool and sweet feeling in the lungs. 

 

The melons and fruits in the north and south of Xinjiang gather in tea. The border is too large. The 

distance from Xinjiang to the mainland is farther than that to stan. Therefore, some melons and fruits 

that are not resistant to transportation have come to the port and are ready to go abroad to earn 

foreign exchange. 

 

To tell the truth, the fruits in the north and south frontier have their own characteristics, but generally 

speaking, there are not many famous fruits in the north frontier except apples, because the temperature 

difference in the north frontier, especially tea, is small, but the sunshine is long, so the fruit is one word, 

big! 

 

For example, the red jujube of tea can even give people the feeling of a small apple when it is not 

dehydrated or green. It is too big and bigger than a child's fist. 

 

A group of doctors from other places came out of work and gathered in groups on the fruit stall outside 

the family area of the hospital. 

 

"Tut Tut, this is the fragrant pear. There is no residue at all. It's delicious." 

 

"God, Hami melon is really so sweet that it can stick to its mouth." 

 

A group of people gathered around the fruit stand as if they had never seen the world. Except that there 

are few fruits in the south, the rest of the fruits are the top. 

 

At present, these people come to tea vegetarians. In addition to their relatives and friends, they think 

tea vegetarians are very good. 



Chapter 1418 

 

 

What is livable environment and convenient life? A 24-hour convenience store? Abundant materials? 

These are China after 2008. In fact, they are almost the same in large and small cities. Of course, you 

have to say that there are no special luxuries in the capital Magic City, such as cars with dung forks on 

their heads. 

 

But then again, not everyone likes that old car! 

 

There are some tea ingredients, which may not be available in super large cities. For example, going out 

is the primitive secondary forest. The birds wake up in the morning. After the autumn rain, the family 

and their children breathe the unique fresh air of coniferous forest in the forest, and the pickers are 

small mushrooms. 

 

Really, who knows. 

 

The first phase of tea vegetarians began seriously. The heads of the four heavenly kings were hung high 

in the hospital. Zhang Fan looked at the big picture of the door panel and was very embarrassed to 

explain to old man Jiang and old man Liao. 

 

As for their own master and Li Cunhou, they have long been used to the style of tea vegetarians. They 

can do and blow! 

 

 

"This is the northwest people's worship of academicians. It's not too much. You go to the grass-roots 

level less and don't understand the people's mood. Just hang up for a few days or more. Just hang up for 

a month or two. When you get used to it for a few days, you won't feel abrupt." 

 

 

For hanging recruitment, the two old men are not reluctant, but NIMA's photos are too big to be small 

on the city gate. When the old men saw it, they were embarrassed and embarrassed. 

 

 

For this kind of publicity, Zhang Fan is helpless. Ouyang has to do so, and Zhang Fan has no choice. In 

Ouyang's words, what we can give others is not only your broken equipment, but also the honor and the 

respect of the people of the whole city! 

 

That sounds right! 

 

The auditorium finally radiated its youth. The tall auditorium was filled with modern equipment. 



 

The big projection was placed on the rostrum of the auditorium. The old man standing under the 

projection felt that he had not been an academician decades ago. 

 

 

The auditorium was filled with doctors from the five northwestern provinces who came to study, just 

like primary school students. The auditorium of seven or eight hundred people was silent, that is, bald, 

bearded, bearded, and not like primary school students. 

 

If the face is a little tender, it is really like a group of obedient children. 

 

 

Of course, it's not like in shape. Many pediatricians can't see it when they put on their white coats. They 

still have a surging feeling when they take off their white coats. 

 

In the first phase of the training, except for a few young doctors and masters preferred by the tea 

vegetable hospital, almost all other doctors are mainly doctors above the attending level, with male 

doctors accounting for the majority. Of course, there are also female doctors, but there are only a few. 

 

 

Sometimes, you really can't underestimate a group of people who mix in the system, let alone those 

who mix to a certain height. To tell you the truth, don't tell them. Just a group of ordinary people. You 

can't stand out among ordinary people without some skills. 

 

The leader of the bird market gave Zhang Fan a good idea, which is really better than Zhang Fan's 

operation. 

 

 

Zhang Fan their operation. If no one intervenes, the doctors will say well, but the hospital will jump to 

swear. 

 

Now, the governments of the five northwestern provinces have stopped talking and dare not speak. 

They are deeply afraid to say more. According to Zhang Fan's fault, people will cry when they open the 

door and charge fees. How much do you have to pay for academicians' classes! 

 

"There are the most doctors from Shaanxi Province, more than 200 doctors, attending more than 100, 

the rest are all vice high schools, and pediatrics accounts for 50%. Digital hospitals account for the vast 

majority, and there are relatively few local hospitals!" Lao Chen reported to Zhang Fan with the list. 

 

Northwest Pediatrics, to say the first, we still have to look at rougamo! Especially in the digital hospital 

of roujiamo, their pediatrics is still very good. Of course, this is also in the northwest provinces. 

 



Out of the northwest, their Pediatrics can't get ahead, such as Sanchuan next to roujiamo, and hu la 

Tang, the largest hospital in the universe. The pediatrics in these two provinces are very good. 

 

And there's no big man in Northwest pediatrics. Even rougamo has academicians in nephrology and 

endocrinology, but he doesn't have one in pediatrics. 

 

When academician chasu started his class this time, roujiamo first sent 200 pediatric pillars. 

 

The others are a little less. It's not that they don't want to come, but that their hospital is really not as 

much as rougamo. 

 

Zhang Fan, they underestimated the appeal of academicians in the northwest. The tea element of Jinqiu 

has directly become the city of doctors and patients! 

 

Not only the patients in the northwest came to tea, but even those in Stan next door came to tea. For 

the first time, the tea element rare disease ward with the front door Koroku ushered in an extra bed. 

 

In the past, the rare disease department was almost closed in the tea vegetable hospital, not even a full-

time doctor. 

 

Often a clinic is opened, and then doctors from various departments take turns to sit in. Whenever it's 

the doctor's turn, the doctor is on paid leave. 

 

But now it's different. Those who can catch up with academicians are either severe diseases or rare 

diseases. 

 

Moreover, not only the departments of the hospital began to get busy, but the most important thing is 

that the laboratory of the hospital is finally on the right track. 

 

In the past, Zhang Fan hammered in the East and hammered in the West. Although he saw more and 

more doctors in the hospital, he could not form a combat effectiveness like the army. 

 

It is often attached to other units. For example, almost all of the intestines are hung in the pill doctor 

themed laboratory. All burns are hung in the laboratory dominated by moderate numbers. 

 

I don't have any projects I can take. 

 

Now it's different. For example, Lao Liao's hip replacement materials and surgical optimization and 

reconstruction test. The old man took his team in the largest laboratory of orthopedics, but he can't 

complete many projects in one team. 

 

Therefore, some small tasks have to be subcontracted, such as hip bursa surgery reconstruction data, 

which is handed over to the first Department of orthopedics. 

 



There are many, many projects that have been subcontracted to the tea vegetable hospital. 

 

There was no experiment to do before. Let a group of clinicians suddenly find their own projects. Even if 

they hang millions, they have to have projects. 

 

Now, we can't finish the pilot project of tea vegetable hospital. 

 

I can't finish it. It's easy to do. Continue subcontracting. You in plateau province summarize the data of 

groups located on the plateau. 

 

In Monet Province, you collect traumatic hip data. From large to small, the experiment was divided into 

many experimental groups and assigned to many doctors. Not only the experimental speed has been 

improved many times, but also the training of grass-roots scientific researchers has been exempted. 

 

For a while, relying on four academician laboratories, Northwest China was divided into dozens of 

experimental groups of related subjects. 

 

The equipment of tea vegetable hospital is sufficient and advanced. Many experiments have no 

equipment when you change places, and if you change places and encounter difficulties, you will go 

there to find academicians for a while and a half. 

 

Zhang Fan also began to get busy. The first shot was fired. As long as there are no Squibs in the follow-

up, the tea vegetable hospital will be the northwest clinician training base in the future. 

 

I can't run away. 

 

Zhang fan can laugh and wake up when he is asleep now. 

 

Really, I'm so busy that I want a school, which is despised and restricted by others. Now this is another 

village where NIMA has a bright future! 

 

Once the base is further developed, when there are more and more teachers and the training scale is 

larger and larger, I don't open a university. You should invite me to open a university. 

 

Of course, money flowed out like the tea vegetable river. The new chief financial officer can't go on. 

 

With the increasing size of the hospital, the laboratory also has cooperation with pharmaceutical 

enterprises, especially the international medical department and three branches. When the 60-year-old 

director of the finance department retired, he would cry holding Zhang Fan's hand. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, the general financial people in the hospital can't do it now. I've retired for half a year, but I 

still come to work every day. I haven't finished the previous accounts yet. You need to hire an expert!" 

 

Looking at the old man who used to look ruddy, now it's like washing his head every day. The old man is 



just like an 80 year old man. 

 

Zhang Fan finally invited an expert who is said to have been the chief financial officer of state-owned 

enterprises to the hospital through the bird city government. 

 

A master is a master. After half a month, he made the accounting clear, but when Zhang Fan opened the 

door to recruit students, he couldn't stand the small Treasury. 

 

"What should we do now?" Zhang Fan asked the director. The chief financial officer is a half old Xu 

Niang's woman, with curly perms, bright red woolen clothes, small suits and snug trousers. The wrinkles 

on his face are glossy with cosmetics. 

 

At first glance, I thought my face was oily. The director cleaned up with a feeling of being an elite in the 

workplace. Unfortunately, the age of the director with silvery teeth in his back teeth exposed when he 

spoke. 

 

"It's nothing more than increasing revenue and reducing expenditure. First of all, we need to clear the 

debts over the years. Look at the interest alone, the tea vegetable government has already owed our 

hospital nearly 800000 yuan. In addition, the bird city government has to send someone to urge the 

arrears of funds this year. 

 

Otherwise, it will be given next year this year and the year after next year, so there will be a blank space. 

There is also the reduction of expenditure. The loss of the president's hospital is too high. You see, the 

loss of general surgery this year alone is one million. And the salary of doctors... " 

 

"Needless to mention the loss and salary. Hospitals are different from other enterprises. I know this in 

my mind. In this way, I'll urge the debt first!" 

 

Zhang Fan then arranged for the finance department to collect debts. NIMA, a director, needs an annual 

salary of more than 300000 a year. Zhang Fan will feel indebted if she doesn't use her as a donkey. 

 

Sometimes, you have to admit that some people just fall asleep and meet a pillow. When Zhang Fan was 

worried about having no money, Stan sent a letter inviting the tea vegetable medical group to stan. 

 

I didn't say anything about the disease or how many people I wanted. Anyway, I sent an invitation to tea 

vegetarians through the government. 

 

In those years, Zhang Fan won the Empress Dowager of others in the tyrant country. This time, Zhang 

Fan is quite famous in the desert Stan generation. 

 

When Zhang Fan saw the invitation letter, NIMA was not small in tone and returned the invitation letter. 

This time, if I didn't get back the three-year operation fee of tea vegetable, NIMA underestimated my 

medical group. 

 



Zhang Fan began to let Lao Chen prepare. Everything was going well, but it was said that the superior 

said that the academician would not go out. 

 

Nima Zhang Fan was so angry that she foamed at the mouth. NIMA wouldn't let me go out. What do I 

rely on to run the university? If you don't give me the money, I can only take some old men out to work, 

but I won't let them go. 

 

Zhang Fan began to make phone calls everywhere. 

 

I don't know which immortal opened his eyes and finally agreed that Zhang Fan could go out with four 

academicians, but he couldn't take the same plane. 

 

This is simple. Zhang Fan directly informs Stan that there are four planes coming. They can't take less 

planes. 

 

"What kind of person is this? You see, the black boys in your family are taking all the people out of the 

hospital!" old Jiang looked at the vast travel team and was dumbfounded. 

 

Nima's superior didn't inform the old man to go abroad for treatment. The old man thought that the tea 

vegetable hospital defected collectively. 

 

The tea vegetarians were elated. They were almost as excited as gongs and drums. One by one, they 

were more excited. "God, NIMA, it's finally my turn to go out with Zhang Yuan to load money." 

 

"Keep your voice down. Does NIMA want to go out?" 

 

Looking at the doctors in the tea vegetable hospital moving things in and out like calves, several old men 

wondered when the doctors in the hospital were so diligent? 

Chapter 1419 

 

 

People's aesthetics are really different. For example, Chinese girls wear necklaces with a thin platinum 

necklace, and then hang a small awl on their neck. Slender and white, it really has a decorative beauty. 

 

When he arrived in desert country, Zhang Fan felt a foreign style in the hotel hall. Fat aunts wear a royal 

blue robe like skirt, and then some point a red dot between their eyebrows. 

 

In the white hair and greasy complexion, the white meat scarf around the chin can give people an extra 

greasy feeling. Then, some of them hang a thick gold necklace on their neck. 

 

Yes, the necklaces with all kinds of precious stones are all of the same color. At first glance, Zhang Fan 

really feels like a fat monk Sha. And it's not just one, but groups of people sitting around the leisure bar 



in the hall, holding bowls inlaid with gemstones. Bowl by bowl, they don't know whether to drink coffee 

or milk tea. 

 

 

The race of desert country, how to say, is obviously like Europeans and Americans in shape and color. 

Both men and women are tiger backed, especially the elderly rich women. When they sit on the sofa, 

they feel that there is a lot of white meat on the sofa. 

 

 

They look like European and American people, but their facial features don't have the strong three-

dimensional feeling of European and American people. They have a flat nose, high cheekbones and thick 

lips. They obviously feel that a masked face hangs on the fat people in Europe and America. 

 

 

The large troops of the hospital continue to stay in the hotel for rest. Desert country is special. At 

present, it is slightly like the policy of the Qing Dynasty, that is, to close the country. Therefore, when 

they came, the foreign leaders of China who came in advance also explained. 

 

 

You have to apply when you go out. You don't go out without anything. 

 

Sitting in someone else's government car, Zhang Fan feels as if he is driving in southern Xinjiang of 

China. The weather is extremely dry, and there is a burning slight pain in his nostrils. 

 

 

Everyone on the bus didn't talk much, because the accompanying diplomatic leaders felt that an 

important event was coming, which virtually lost the atmosphere of conversation. 

 

The car slowly drove into a place that didn't look like a hospital. The wall was an iron fence. The blue 

fence surrounded a large area of grape fields. It was said to be a hospital. It was more like a grape 

manor. 

 

 

After entering the hospital, the government personnel of desert country also appeared and took Zhang 

Fan into the hospital. After entering the hospital, Zhang Fan looked, Ho! This hospital is well equipped. 

All kinds of large equipment are complete. 

 

 

Unfortunately, there are no patients. The corridor is full of doctors and nurses shuttling around, and the 

patients or their families can't be seen directly. 



 

Zhang Fan estimated that this hospital is the top hospital in the desert country. If it were placed in 

China, the patients would be buried here, but there are no patients here. Is it because there are no 

patients in this country? 

 

Of course, Zhang Fan was invited to see a doctor, not to find problems in the medical industry. 

 

After following the people of desert country into the hall, the people of desert country looked like 

leaders. They came warmly and shook hands with Zhang Fan. The diplomatic leaders of China could be 

translators. Zhang Fan looked at the man in surprise. 

 

Nima is too versatile! Zhang Fan still admires people who are gifted in language. If he has a little talent, 

now it is estimated that the old man has given me a doctorate. 

 

Through translation, Zhang Fan and others knew that this man was the health leader of the desert 

country and was now responsible for receiving medical experts from the two countries. 

 

"President Zhang, I know. Last year, he performed quite a wonderful operation on Tu haoguo." 

 

After praising the advanced level of the hospital, Zhang Fan was taken into the patient's ward. To tell the 

truth, in this case, the two sides have nothing to say. They both know that everyone is lying with their 

eyes open. 

 

After entering the ward, Zhang Fan looked. NIMA, is this a nursery? There are a bunch of children with 

cooling stickers, ranging from small to dozens. 

 

"These are the children of the same family!" the health leader of the desert country introduced. Zhang 

Fan thought, it's really rich in genetic expertise. What a big family NIMA has, so many children. 

 

Across the protective ward, Zhang Fan began to change into protective clothes. Once they changed their 

work clothes, Zhang Fan didn't have so many ideas. Just like Saiya people, they changed from ordinary 

people to doctors. 

 

Enter the ward and start physical examination. Because the patient is young, only three doctors can 

come in at a time. Zhang Fan, old man Jiang and Zhao Yanfang enter the ward. Others check the detailed 

medical records outside the ward. 

 

Physical examination. Old man Jiang started physical examination at the age of two. After all, he is a 

professional pediatrician here. Zhang Fan and Zhao Yanfang are a little older. 

 

The blue eyes have lost their energy, and the look in the doctor's eyes is also a sleepy feeling. Children 

don't pretend to be ill. If they are a little more comfortable, they will play. But now, these children lie 

quietly in the hospital bed, just like people in their 70s and 80s, without a little trouble. 

 



The more he checked, the more he had no bottom in his heart. He had never seen this disease! 

 

You have to say that Zhang Fan has seen many, many, almost more than 10000 diseases, but at present, 

there are more than 20000 diseases with diagnostic names, and a few have no diagnostic names. 

 

Therefore, to do this business, we should not only have a wide range of knowledge, but also have a good 

memory, but also have the ability to draw inferences from one instance. Otherwise, we can only be a 

grass-roots doctor to see how to deal with common cold and conventional diseases. 

 

Otherwise, if you encounter a disease you haven't seen before, you can only turn over the textbook in 

front of the patient. Of course, as many as a few doctors can only become ordinary doctors, because 

they have to enter the ranks of top doctors first. 

 

We should not only work hard and self-discipline, but also have a certain talent and IQ. 

 

No obvious swelling is found in lymph nodes, but there is swelling and pain in small joints. Moreover, 

Zhang Fan felt the child's skin on the electric blanket, and the abdominal tenderness was obvious. 

 

"It's probably Mediterranean fever!" old man Jiang whispered to Zhang Fan after checking three or four 

children. 

 

Zhang Fan was stunned. He had never heard of this disease. For the first time, Zhang Fan entered the 

system for the first time during diagnosis and treatment. 

 

Looking for the data of Mediterranean fever directly, the secondary internal medicine was not opened, 

and the result was only a simple introduction. 

 

Zhang Fan saw that NIMA was speechless. The diagnosis of Mediterranean fever is very simple. 

Paroxysmal recurrent fever and acute abdomen occurred repeatedly, but no obvious lesions were found 

after abdominal exploration. If the treatment effect of continuous colchicine is obvious, we can 

preliminarily diagnose Mediterranean fever. 

 

Nima is too childish. If it is such a diagnosis, there are too many diseases that can be diagnosed as this 

disease. 

 

In fact, this diagnosis is the result of extrapolation after having the answer. Serious diagnosis is quite 

troublesome. First, it is necessary to determine whether there is a family history, and then whether 

there is a mutation of immunomodulatory thermoprotein, and whether there is the formation of 

inflammatory complex of nucleotide tuberculosis oligo activation domain after the binding of 

thermoprotein encoded by MEFV gene. 

 

After the above examination, the last one is that colchicine is effective! 

 

After all, in fact, the diagnosis was also tested by doctors with various drugs. 



 

If colchicine treatment is ineffective, all the above tests are useless. Because there are many diseases 

treated by colchicine, this disease has become a reverse push diagnosis. First determine the curative 

effect of colchicine. If it is effective, continue to check the above results. If it is positive, it can be 

diagnosed. 

 

Therefore, this disease is very troublesome. It is very troublesome to see the diagnosis alone. The 

disease was first reported in 1947 and confirmed in 1995. Most of the patients are people around the 

Mediterranean. 

 

For example, Armenia, Turkey, Arabia, China and East Asia also have them, but they are extremely rare. 

 

How to say this disease? When it lurks in the human body, it needs incentives to cause it to attack, such 

as high-fat diet, vigorous exercise, cold, infection, emotional excitement and even menstruation. 

 

Zhang Fan was stunned for about two minutes. Old man Jiang looked at Zhang Fan strangely. Why is this 

boy? Do you hear me. 

 

Zhang Fan quickly understood the system, and then said to the old man, "well, I feel like it, too!" 

 

The old man immediately looked at Zhang Fan with disdain and thought, "people really can't be leaders, 

otherwise their skin will be thicker and thicker. Your dog is old, and he said like, have you ever seen this 

disease!" 

 

Zhang Fan ignored the old man and continued: "look for children over 15 years old without treatment 

and do amyloidosis test immediately. If the patient agrees, he can give adults a renal puncture." 

 

Zhang Fan didn't know the diagnosis. He saw it in the system. 

 

But this time, old man Jiang was shocked and looked at him with a new look. "You can, boy. I've seen 

one case a few years ago. Now I can't be sure. You already know the diagnosis and examination!" 

 

Zhang Fan said without embarrassment: "academician Jiang, the preliminary diagnosis is OK, but the 

genetic diagnosis depends on you and our Dr. Zhao." 

 

"Good!" when Zhang Fan blurted out the disease diagnosis and treatment methods, the old man was 

much better. Otherwise, his nose was not his nose and face was not his face. There was always a feeling 

that he wanted to be a teacher for Zhang Fan. 

 

When they left the children's ward and asked the people of desert country to take them to the adult 

ward, Zhang Fan met a group of big noses. 

 

Zhang Fan knew at a glance that these people were doctors in the bank country. 

 



In fact, according to the region, the medical treatment in this circle of the banking country is very 

powerful. For example, Austria, a place with a large egg, was compared with Germany and Mao. 

Besides, Germany and Mao are still the top few countries in the world. 

 

But the banking state is an exception in that circle. These guys don't know whether there is too much 

money or what. Anyway, medical treatment is not enough. 

 

It is even said that the high-end medical treatment in their country will go abroad. It's hard to say 

whether it's true or not, but after the group goods were invited, they even looked at Zhang Fan with a 

disdainful look. 

 

"Hey, NIMA, I haven't looked down on you yet. You look down on me first!" 

 

The leaders of the desert country were embarrassed to one side. When introducing them, the doctors of 

the bank country didn't pay much attention to Zhang Fan. 

Chapter 1420 

 

 

Sometimes it's strange that the more capable a person is, the more low-key and modest he is, and the 

more half a bottle of deep fear that others don't know how capable he is. You say these banks are from 

China. It seems that NIMA feels that Chinese doctors are here to study. 

 

He not only covered his treatment plan and didn't tell Chinese doctors, but also NIMA looked high, like 

the Eight Power Allied forces coming in with the army. 

 

Zhang Fan didn't pay attention to him. He's not a smiling face who claims to give his friends enthusiasm. 

I'm not selling tea eggs. Why should I give you a face. 

 

Originally, for this kind of invited treatment, each team actually had to report the diagnosis and 

treatment plan to the country concerned, and then they would put it together for comprehensive 

consideration. As a result, when I saw the Chinese team, the bank even said that it would make a 

separate diagnosis and treatment. 

 

 

Ouch, Ma doesn't know how long his face is. You said that if you came to open a bank, it would be OK, 

or you could beat a mechanical watch, but you were so mighty that you wanted to treat yourself. Zhang 

Fan was angry and laughed at the explanation of the embarrassed desert country official. 

 

 

Many bosses of small countries, who don't know what to think, have been sent to the bank country to 



go to school since childhood. Then, from the heart, envy and worship the small and rich banking 

country, which creates blind worship. 

 

 

Although I became the leader of the country, I still prefer the banking country in my heart. Even if I can't 

stretch out and touch the steamed bread, my heart is still biased. Sometimes I have to sigh that small 

countries and few people are like this. 

 

 

It's not that Zhang Fan was biased. Look at the group of people who went out in China in the early years. 

Some of them finally worshipped the developed countries at that time. On the contrary, after the family 

environment became better, the people who went out became licking dogs. 

 

 

This NIMA is really a lotus under the thorn root, and a thorn root under the lotus root. 

 

If it weren't for the family's failure, to tell the truth, Zhang Fan had already left NIMA. 

 

After entering the adult ward, Zhang Fan finally understood that this hospital is a private senior 

convalescent hospital. 

 

 

Because a male patient is surrounded by five or six women who are not patients at first sight, which is 

absolutely impossible in a normal hospital. 

 

After entering the ward, the male patient was very young. The young face did not have the unique beard 

here. On the open chest, the hair was very thick. The layer on the white skin said whether it was black or 

not, but not very yellow. 

 

 

Don't look at your face, just look at your chest. I don't know. I thought there was a monkey lying there. 

 

The leader of desert country solemnly introduced the young man and said that he was the son of the 

boss. The young man was very polite and said hello to Zhang Fan with a slight frown. He spoke good 

English. Anyway, Zhang Fan could understand some. 

 

Zhang Fan suddenly feels that his English is good now and can communicate with foreigners. 

 

Looking at the patient's slight frown, Zhang Fan knew that this was not his to the doctor, but the obvious 

pain in his body. 

 

Look at this young man's joints. They are swollen, shiny and oily. They really look like stewed elbows 



without sugar. 

 

And there was a sick red on his face. 

 

After introducing each other, Zhang Fan said that he wanted to have a physical examination. The young 

man cooperated very well. That's how people are. They don't know the importance of health until they 

get sick. 

 

At the beginning of physical examination, the swollen legs and hair seemed to be standing upright like 

urea. There was a feeling of pricking hands when touching hands. 

 

After the adult physical examination, Zhang Fan was more and more sure that the disease was familial 

Mediterranean fever. 

 

He had to admire that there were no worthless people under the famous name. Old man Jiang saw a 

child and made a quick judgment and diagnosis. If Zhang Fan didn't have a system, NIMA would have to 

go back and think hard for a long time. 

 

Moreover, to tell the truth, this kind of side door disease has never been seen before. The result of hard 

thinking is that you can't get anything except more severe baldness. 

 

This profession is so cruel that many efforts end with a quack. 

 

After the physical examination, Zhang Fan looked at old man Jiang. 

 

Of course, old man Jiang has to start. Zhao Yanfang has started setting pathological diagnosis and 

related examinations with the tablet. 

 

Although it can be preliminarily determined that it is familial Mediterranean fever on physical 

examination, it still needs to be supported by laboratory data. 

 

"Now we need a series of relevant examinations for patients, and I need equipment." after old man 

Jiang's examination and the three people summarized their opinions, Zhang Fan began to negotiate with 

officials of desert country. 

 

"What instruments do you need? You can tell me!" 

 

"Micro low temperature high-speed centrifuge, high-speed freezing centrifuge, ultraviolet term 

analyzer, protein electrophoresis and transfer device, ultra clean workbench, preferably 7T NMR and 

Siemens dual source forcect." 

 

Zhang Fan began to report the equipment, but the officials of the desert country looked calm. It was 

estimated that he was the person in charge of the medical industry. His sweat couldn't stop flowing 

down. All the paper towels he took out were stained on his face. 



 

The calm of officials in the desert country is not that he has many cities, but that he doesn't understand. 

The person in charge who kept wiping sweat next to him understood, because he understood, he began 

to wipe sweat. 

 

He was responsible for purchasing all the equipment here. When he bought it, he boasted to the leaders 

that the purchased equipment was not the top-level, but it was also a front-line equipment. Now, the 

leader is ill and can't use any of the equipment he bought. 

 

This equipment in the medical industry is very greasy. Often a series of models are different, and the gap 

is millions. Therefore, the equipment of many hospitals looks very good, including Siemens, GE and 

canon. 

 

But if you look at the model carefully, NIMA was a gadget several generations ago. 

 

When Zhang Fan finished, the leaders of the desert country and the young people lying in the hospital 

bed looked at the sweating man. 

 

They are not fools. They will never think that the ward is too hot. As soon as they see this, they 

understand that Zhang Fan doesn't need much equipment. 

 

"Perhaps we still need to listen to the views and opinions of banking experts. Let's consider it 

comprehensively and ask Chinese experts to write a detailed diagnostic report." 

 

It is estimated that everyone has a share in the benefits. As soon as the leaders of the desert country 

saw the situation, they immediately suggested. 

 

The young man nodded suspiciously. When Zhang Fan saw it, he clanked in his heart. He knew that he 

could not even lose the oil field this time. 

 

"All right!" seeing a doctor is not handling a case. You must love me. Zhang fan can't go up. Just hold 

each other's neck and let the other party obey. 

 

Out of the hospital, Zhao Yanfang asked in a confused way: "this will eliminate us? Don't listen to our 

next treatment, just a diagnosis report?" 

 

"Hey, you..." old man Jiang saw it very clearly, explained it in detail to Dr. Zhao, and finally said: "the 

treatment should not be careless. The requirements put forward by hospital Zhang are appropriate. If 

they don't take it, it's their business." 

 

Only then did Zhao Yanfang understand: "Oh, it turned out that Zhang Yuan hindered others from 

getting rich." 

 

Back at the hotel, the leader of China who came to negotiate in advance looked bad, purple and red. 



After seeing Zhang Fan, he immediately came forward and began to cross examine, "we have to sign. 

You are asked to help, not to do bad things." 

 

Zhang Fan didn't make money. He was worried to death. As soon as he entered the door, he didn't drink 

a mouthful of water, so he was heckled by others. 

 

Nima can bear it. Even if the other party's official position is big, NIMA can't control me. 

 

"I was invited. Can you find out if you can't negotiate? You don't have the ability. When I came, the 

superior didn't tell me to be responsible for the negotiation. You don't have to push it to others for your 

own reasons. 

 

If you have such a working attitude and can sign successfully, people in the desert country will be blind. 

"Zhang Fan is rarely angry. 

 

Zhang Fan got angry when he met such an unreasonable goods. 

 

"You should remember that you are trained by the state, not by yourself. Don't think you don't know 

your weight if you have a little level. How can you let others return? Why don't you treat if you have the 

ability. 

 

How can you not even see the chief of the desert country? " 

 

This is simply not done. There is infighting. 

 

In fact, Zhang Fan is not in the mood to quarrel with him. As a result, the goods think Zhang Fan is 

unjustifiable and keep chattering, which means that Zhang Fan and they are bad. 

 

Old Jiang couldn't listen. Old Lu couldn't help it, but he didn't know the specific reason and couldn't help 

talking. 

 

But old Jiang knew the whole story. The old man quit. 

 

"Which unit do you belong to? Which department do you belong to? I'd like to ask your minister. This is 

the quality of the people sent? They don't actively look for the root cause of the problem and the way to 

deal with the problem. 

 

A mouth is a hat. There is something wrong with your idea! " 

 

As soon as the old man said, the other party stopped. And her mouth is bitter. She regrets that she is a 

little impulsive. How can she offend the person who can directly contact her boss? She should just say 

this shit Dean. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, when shall we stay in the hospital?" the doctors who came with Zhang Fan were worried 



one by one. When they saw Zhang Fan coming to the hotel, they hurriedly asked. 

 

These days, they have rested in the hospital Hotel, and the door is not let go, let alone shopping. 

 

But we all put up with it. When we make money in the future, we can't go anywhere. 

 

"All right, pack up and get ready to go home. It's estimated that people won't invite us for treatment this 

time." 

 

Zhang Fan has no bottom in his heart. 

 

"In fact, it's good. I took a special plane for free and rested in a five-star hotel for a few days. It's really 

good. If only there were such a good thing every month." old Chen looked at Zhang Fan's face. 

 

He hurriedly squeezed his eyes and looked at everyone, comforting Zhang Fan. 

 

Everyone else knows when they see it. 

 

"Hey, don't say yet. Although this place is like Nanjiang, the hotel is really high-grade, and the door 

handles are all gold." Xue Fei jumped out to change the topic at the first time. 

 

"How do you know it's gold? Did you lick it?" 

 

"Know a fart, can gold lick out!" 

 

"OK, I'm fine. Let's pack up and maybe leave tomorrow." 

 

That night, the expert group of the bank country was ready to start treatment. They looked at the 

diagnostic report of Chinese doctors, "Mediterranean fever! They didn't even have the corresponding 

laboratory data, so they opened their mouths and talked nonsense. 

 

This disease is clearly proteasome related autoinflammatory syndrome! What use colchicine? NIMA, 

their level is too poor. 

 

Get ready, take interferon directly, keep the hormone shock and reduce the temperature. After the 

body temperature drops, directly use the deoxynucleotide expression agent to kill the abnormally 

expressed protein! " 

 

In fact, their idea is that the protein has mutated. At present, symptomatic treatment is to reduce the 

temperature first, and then directly kill the problematic protein by chemotherapy. 

 

The idea is good! But it's different! 

 


